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-i ,i’tiF: SI’KI\(; of 1YY 1, representatives of the
nation’s larger hanks went to (:apitol Hill IO
seek a \;aricty trfchanges in the banking
system: intcrscatc branching. freedom to get into
other lines of business such as sccuritics undcnvriting and insurance, and an end to restrictions against
the ownership of hanks by commercial companies.
‘I’hc bankers-along
with the administration officials
who backed the proposed change% air ~a>-s to help
modernize the financial system-hoped
that ncv
legislation would help the industry recover from the
problems that had bankrupted the Hank Insurance
Fund (RIF).’ After months of hearings and dcbaw,
hocvevcr, (Congress rejected the pleas for ncTt
banking power\,. adopting only a set of nc\-\~safety
and soundness measures.
‘Ihis H,BSthe third time in a decade that (:tmgrcss had tried-and.
ultimately, dcolined-to
deal
in a comprchcnsivc way with many of the structural
issues aswciatcd with modernizing the financial
system. ‘I’he legislation that (Iongrcss did adoptthe Federal IIcposit Insurance CCorporation Improvement Act of 1991~left many critics in its wake.
Hut did the act really set back the modernization
efforr? And does it really portend a continuation of
the hanking industry’s problems? One can certainly
understand the frustration nfthc many w-ho want to
modernize more quickly, but o~crall, the banking
act should help that process. I‘he most pressing
modernization task at the moment is not to define
what the banking industry will look like in 10 years.
Rather, it is to determine whether the industr) can
hccome swong cnuugh to sent as the foundation of
the I r.S. financial system in the future. I inder the
new banking legislation, the country will find this
out-and
byill do so without unduly increasing
RI F’s exposure to loss or risking the stability of the
financial system.

Learning

to play it safe

TI IC k ey

message in the ncu’ legislation is a directise to banking regulators to promptly close all banks
that hccomc insolvent. ‘I‘he intent behind thiy
mandate is to put the risk of protecting depositors
not on the owwzrs of healthy banks (through higher
deposit insnrancc premiums). nor on the taxpayrs.
but on the owners of banks that fail. In a sense. this
stricrer super\-ision is the price chc banking indrlstry
must pay for another provision in the legislation: the
$70 billion ‘I’rcasury loan authority for shoring up
RII“.’ \I’hac the legislation says, in effect, is that the
government will put $70 billion of raxpayer funds at
risk to keep HIF from going under, but in return, the
banking industry will have to clean up its act so that
a similar action will never need to be taken again.
\Vhether banking officials and regulators can live up
to this challenge remains to br. sew.
‘l’raditionally. regulation has sought to keep
deposit insurance losses low by shielding banks from
market forces. Specifically:

l

l

l

l

l

hanks are, for the most part, restricted by law to
activities that are thought to hc devoid of excessivc risk;
the federal grwernmcnt insures the value of
deposits-the
major source of financing for this
$3.5trillion
industry;
the decision as to when banks fail is made not b)
creditors but by federal or srdte reg&tors;
banks that experience financial problems have
unrest&cd
access to loans from the l;edcral
Keserve System:
most bank failures arc resolved in such a way as
to protect not only insured depositors, hut also
uninsured depositors, and sometimes even
general creditors.

‘I’hese rules and practices, which have protected
the stability of the banking industry hl; enabling it tn
retain the confidence of its customers, also helped
the nation’s financial sytem remain remarkably
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stable during the turbulent 1970s and 19XOs. Hut the
recent failure of so man); banks, along with KllT’s
bankruptcy, ma& it clear that the old system wasn’t
working well anymore: In essence, too much risk
had been shifted to the taxpayers, and it WJS costing
them too much money.
‘l’hc new Icgislation does not completely- overturn the way things wwc done in the past. It rerains
the $lOO,(lOO limit on deposit insurance. and continues traditional line-of-business restrictions. I&~$Itars are still the ones who decide when failing banks
must close, and they still have the authority to take
emergency actions to preserve the stability trf the
banking system. But by instructing regulators to
deal more promptly with troubled hanks, the new
legislation mandates that weak banks be treated
much more in keeping with the way the market
treats other tybpcs of problem institutions. ‘I’hc key
provisions that accomplish this include:
l

l

.

OR

‘I‘HE

a “tripwire system” that requires regulators to
take a series of actions to restrain and ultimatcl)
close banks as their capital disappears;
a requirement that hanks must he closed in the
least expensive WJ~. even if this means leaving
uninsured depositors unprotected;
restrictions on the ITederal Keservc’s ability to
keep insolvent banks alive by lending them
money.

‘l’hese pmvisions create strong incentives for
bankers to operate more safely so that consumer
confidence fluws more from the soundness of each
institution than from the deposit insurance guarantee. And these incentives are further enhanced 11)
other reforms in the legislation requiring that:
accounting methods more accurately measure the
value of problem assets;

MX’I‘ P.M’I‘, ‘I’HE ‘I’HIhGS
l

l

auditors and the audit committee of each hank’s
hoard of directors take a more active role in
assessing internal controls;
auditors and hank regulators develop
more effcctivc relationships.

chScT
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‘I‘hc bottom-line effect of these reforms is to
require banks to establish adequate risk-control
systems and to ensure that regulators have accurdtc
knowledge of every bank’s financial condition.

The law and the industry
Las fall’s

legislation tells banks thar if thq want to
be around in the future, they must get their houses
in order now. If learning how to operate successfull?
in a more competitive environment means paying
much more attention to the credit-worthiness of
potential borrowers, cutting costs, downsizing. or
merging, then so be it.
i%ot surprisingly, many bankers habc complained
about all of this. ‘l-hey sap, for example, that
requiring banks to he closed won after their capital
falls below minimum requirements is too strict, and
that new accounting and auditing reforms are too
intrusive. Hut while the legislation is by no means
perfect in all of its details, neither does it justify all
of the complaints, especially when it is measured by
what needs to bc done to promote the ability of the
hanking industry to operate successfully today.
ITor the most part, the types of things that the
industry muht do to comply with the law are things it
would have to do anyway to win investor confidence
in a competitive market. For example, if banking is
no longer going to be run in the old “protect eveybody” way, then tyanks must preserve their capital if
they want to hold uninsured dcptrsitors, enter into
long-term contracts. or prtwidc scn:ices to corpordtc
customers who arc looking for stability in their
banking relationships. (It is instructive to note that
securities firms, in hopes of attracting customers,
advertise the amount by which their capital exceeds
regulatory requirements.)
Similarly. the only way
hanks can control risks in today’s environment is to
adopt the types of managcmcnt controls the legislation mandates, and which well-run institutions
alrcadl; have. ‘l’he law should not he considcrcd
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draconian just because it requires the sorr of bchavior that is ncedcd in order to operate succcssfull~ in a
compeciti\c

The law and modernization

\lorld.

F or quite
The law and the regulators
The market

oricntatinn contained in the 1901
Icgislation requires that rcgulutorc change their ways
as ~~11. The law’s carly-intervention
proGsions
make it necessary for regulators to be much more
timely. forceful, and consistcnr in their approaches
toward troubled hanking organizations than the)
have been in the past, ‘I’he acctnmring and auditing
reforms also require that regulators look at super\ ision in a new way. 137rh so man) changes nov,
taking place in the financial industr\:, regulators
cannot be expected to keep up v ith the risk implications of every decision taken by evcp hank’s
management. It is crucial, therefore, that regulators
fully understand and monitor banks’ internal control
systems. Hanks that have good control systems arc
far less likely to get into trnuhle when operating in
competiti1.e markets.
The requirement for early intervention will cost
regulators some of their flexibility in dealing with
problem institutions, and therefore, many regulators
are apt not to like it. But it is important that rcgulatars recognize how the mandated approach fits into
the overall effort of bringing supervision more in line
with the realities of market competition.
After all,
the eventual success of the incentives for bank5 to
operate safely will hinge on the credibilie of
regulatory intervention if capital fails. Further, it
must bc kept in mind that one of the goals of the
legislation-Let-o
losses to the taxpayers on deposit
insurance coverage-reflects
a new sense of regulatory accountability to the taxpayers. Not just
regulators, but bankers as well ought to adjust to this
new spirit, if for no other reason than to reduce their
deposit insurance premiums.
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a fc\$, years, the financial services industn;
ha? hecn tying to adjust to a whole host of changes,
such as wide interest-rate fluctuations, the proliferation of new products, the internationalization
of
markets, and the emergence of new tcchnrrlogies.
Although many banks and their federal and state
regulators have had some success in adapting to
these changes, many observers helievc-probably
correctly-that
eventually <Congress w-ill have to deal
more comprehensively with the powers and responsibilities of hanks and the other providers of financial
scrviccs. \I’h>-, then. \vax it rcasonahlc last hll for
(:ongrcss ttr defer these broader decisions?
I,et’s go hack to what the banks asked Congress
to do. The bankers said deregulate-that
is, let the
industry do more to compete effectively with other
segments of the financial services industry and with
foreign financial services providers. On the surFace,
it is hard to argue with their point of view: Although
hanking retains certain distinguishing features
(for instance, deposits are still insured, and banks
have direct access to Federal Reserve discount
window loans and payments services), the truth is
that most services offered by hanks and bank
holding companies can he provided by other
organizations as well. Bankers in the united States,
therefore, now find themselves competing head-tohead with other firms for transactions, investment,
and credit services.
:%t present, however, financial reform prnposals
that promote deregulation as the principal means of
improving the affairs of the banking industry contain
one overwhelming weakness: Dt+~&&on.
In the
rliriPm# ~~RX&WZPM,isjus~ TOOr-L-&, Deregulation that
preceded the implementation
of management and
regulatory reforms would ignore the reason so many
banks have been doing so poorly or even failing: bad
loans. If banks were better able to evaluate credit
quality-one
of their principal reasons for existence

GIRDING FOR COMPETITION

HF: IAW
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--rhcy would have rates of return much more in
line with their competitors. It is true that some of
the banks’ poor results have been due to rhe fact that
the world is changing awfully fast, but this does not
excuse the dismal performance of so man\: of them.
hlanaging risks in a changing environment requires a
degree of self-control that is analtrgorrs to being able
to sit beside a bowl of chocolates and not car them
311. ‘[‘he realicy is that too many hanks cannot resist
the tcmpration; they have lost the ahihp IO manage
risks char ~vas r~nce the hallmark of the industry.
Allowing banks that cannot manage risks in their
basic business to expand into other areas would be
too big a gamble, especially \vhen one also considers
the Fxr that banking regulators have not yet mastered the art of supervising under today’s conditions.
‘I’hc most legitimate gripe about the nc\\
legislation is that it inhibits even the best-run, bestcapitalized hanks from meeting the competition
from foreign banks and other financial institutions.
‘l’he complaint is worth acknowledging, but it is also
likely that when rhc restrictions on Iyanking powers
are loosened, only the well-run, well-capitalized
banks will be allowed to participate. In the interim,
banks will all continue co bcncfit greatly from federal
deposit insurance. And many banks consistently
make a profit; bankingperse is not unprofitable.
Only some banking is-especially
that which ignores
or grcatl\: miscalculates credit and interest-rate risks.
So it cannot be said that the mandate of the new
hanking law goes completely against the viability of
the banking business. hloreovcr, little evidenoc
suggests that allowing banks to do a broad range of
things would make them stronger in the near future.
In summary, then, the 1941 act provides the right

set of incentives for the banking industry to position
itself for whatever opportunities may arise from
market developments or further financial modernizetion legislation. ‘I’he industry will be stronger in the
long run-and
rhe timing of tht- act may itself cvcn
turn out to be propitious, given the problems that
our global competirors arc now facing. ‘l’hc banks of
E:urope and Japan are preoccupied with other
concerns, such as the integration of European
economies and, in Japan’s cast, Wing smck marker
and real estate \;alues. so there is apt to be a bit of a
lull before the competition surges algain.

Implementation

concerns

Th e b’lggest prublcm with the legislation may lie in
the timing of certain key changes, particularI> those
associated with placing uninsured depositors at risk.
iVhen a bank gets into trouble, uninsured depositors
have every reason to puH their money out, since only
those depositors who remain with a bank until it
actually fails hear any risk of losing their money.
Recognizing the potential problems associated with
runs at the larger banks, CGA0 proposed several
steps-none
of which made their way into the
legislation--that
would have eased the transition
from protecting uninsured depositors to placing
them at risk.’ GAO favored disclnsure and other
arrangements to better inform depositors, and also
the development of voluntq
options for protecting
deposits, such as payroll accounts, that exceed the
$100,000 insurance limit.
Because the legislation abruptly eliminated
uninsured depositor protection, the banking system
will face the risk of runs until it can adjust to the
new realities. Knowing this, regulators are going to
have to bc much more aware of potential liquidity
problems and more willing to act in anticipation of
them. ‘I-his does not mean that the government
ought to manage the banking system, nor that it
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should try to squeeze all the risk out of the system.
Hur
it does mean emphasizing sound internal
conrrol~ and dc\ eloping better early-warning
systems. ITnder the new rules ofthe game. regulators are still able to rescue
indi\;idual banks if the
stability of rhc banking system reqnircs it. Hut if the
l,encfits of market discipline are tn bc rcali/ed, such
rescues by gowrnmcnt
regulators must hc confined
to crisis sitnacions.
Other implcmcntation
concerns in\.ol\ c: the
relationship of rhc nl-w legislation to HIP. ‘1%~ act
authorized the IJepxtmcnt
of the ‘I’rcasuq to loan
$70 billion to Rll: so that regulators could continue
to close insolvent banks. Hut because of the backlog
of problems in the banking industq and the unccrrain state of the brtrader ccontrmy, it is impossible to
know if$70 billion \\ill be sufficient to cover losscc
bcforc the industr>- turns around. -1’herc i\ a danger
that. in a short-sighted effort ttr consenxz HIF’s
resources, regulators ma): be reluctant to vigorously
implement the early intervention provision rrf the
legislation. Hut implementing
that provision is
essential to create the incentives for hanks to cake
the sorts nf actions that will eventually SJW Hit; a lot
of money. One of the most important of these
incentives is encouraging weak institutions to seek
out merger partners before they become subject to
mow severe sanctions under the “tripwirc” prnccss.’

The future
The 1991 banking

act left some issues on the table,
but this should not be cause for alarm or discouragcment. In a market-driven economy. one must hc
war?; of attempts to define the future too precisely.
Such attcmpty run the risk of freezing in place
an institutional structure that is appropriate to a

8
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particular set of market conditions or favorable to a
particular set of serl-ice providers. LYhat any attempt
at modernizing the tydnking industry must really do
is ensure chat the needs of the public-those
w,ho
LISA financial
services-are
well vzwcd in the future.
No one today can know precisely what those needs
will be. but it is possible to foresee some of the
broader csscncials. One is that the financial ystetn
must effcctixly
channel funds from swxs to
in\.estors--in\,estors
who arc involved in v,wth)
projects capable of earning a competiti\,c rxc of
return. Another is that it must make financial
services aucessihlc to small husincsws and minorities
as cvcll as to large corporations. It must also contribntt: to the compctiti\cncss
of the IIS. economy and
Fxilitatc fair and open market armngcments. And
finally, banks and other financial institutions must bc
safe and sound: Some means of protection must
exist against instability and rhc associated loss of
confidence in the financial system and, because
confidence is so important, against conflict of
interest and fraud as well.
Will banks respond in the right way to the new
set of incentives that the 1991 legislation provides?
It’s hard to say. ‘I’hc country’s mindux is hothersome right now. CI:hen unc rakes a look at American
industry, notably the I1.S. automnhile industry, it is
hard to bc encouraged. One I1.S. automobile
industry official recently conceded that foreign
competition is “beating OLN brains out,” yet the
industry’s response has been to seek pmtcction from
that competition rather than take the positive steps
needed to make the 1-S. automobile industry more
competitive.
In a similar vein. hanks may end up
devoting more effort to fighting with other segments
of the financial services industry over ways to restrict
competition than to finding w-ays to improve their
ability to manage risks in open. competitive markets.
one can certainly hope that [ 1.s. banks will learn

GIRDING

to operate
successfully in a competitive environment. Hut it is important to remember that, in the
long run, what is least important about mndernization is the particular institutional arrangement that
provides financial senices. .4 modern financial
system needs institutions that arc strong, healthy,
and sufficiently well-run to serve the public. During
the IWOs, the distinctions between the lines of
business in the vxious segments of the financial
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services industry hcgm to blur. ‘I’he rruth ma); bc
that, in time. it will no longer be important M,hether
bank?, sccuritich firms, or any other evicting kinds of
institutions are the ones that will eventually ser\‘c
the public-only
that the public be served.
Ranking organizations today are in the unique
position of offering prcjducts that are insured against
loss by the fcdcral government. ‘I’herefore, W C muvt
lx carcfut when ctmsidering changes in regulation:
\Ve Cannot afford to destabilize the financial system.
But with that caveat in mind, CIongress nevcrthelcss
must take a broader view and look tu the future of
the financial system as a whole. If banks and their
regulators cannot make the adjustments that the
109 1 legislation rcquircs, then (Congress, by default,
may have to decide in favor of other institutional
arrangements. ‘I’hese arrangements could include an
emphasis on so-called “narrow banks,” which would
bt: allowed to invest federally insured deposits only
in low-risk financial assets, such as short-term
government securities or financial paper.
One final point: Modernization involves more
than banking. ‘I’herefore, any plan for cnmprehensive modernization+,ne
that Lvould anticipate equal
treatment of all financial services providcru-must
also encompass changes in the way insurance and
diversified securities firms are regulated and supervised. ‘I’hese firms, too, must demonstrate that they
can operate on a safe and sound basis in an incrcasingty competitive world.

A period
I n the

FOR

COMPETITION

of transition

meantime--until
the day C:ongress revisits
the issue of comprehensive financial services
industry reform-the
1Yc)I legislation promises to
tell us a lot ahout the viability of tyanks in that
competitive environment.
By forcing hanks and
their regulators to deal more cffecti\:ely with market
realitics, the legislation permits (Congress to defer
further modernization decisions until banks show
that they are up to the task.
It is now the banking industry’s responsibility to
demonstrxc an ability
to manage risks in an environment in which the distinctions hetwccn the types
are txedking
down. If it cm
of financial institutions
of transition marked by last
do MI, then the period
Ml’s legislation--\~(lrrisome
in certain rcspeca hut
heartening in others-should
la): the groundwork
for a financial services industry that is a source of
strength to the nation’s economy as it enters the new
century. l
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C O M M ERCIALBANKINGIN
THEUNITEDSTATES:
A LOOKBACKANDALOOK
AHEAD
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01; the 1980s was the most difficult interval faced by the I1.S.
commercial banking industry since the 1930s. As the 1970s ended, the
11,s. economy was in the vise-like grip of the most virulent inflation it had
faced in decades. Public confidence in our ability as a nation tn cope with the problem was at a low-water mark. Beginning in the fall of 1979, the Federal Reserve
moved aggrcssi\,cly to begin the process nfwinding down inflation. This task, inevitably, entailed very high nominal and real interest rates. In these circumstances,
net interest margins-the
difference between the rates banks charge on loans and
the rates they pa); on deposits-were
squeezed. Rut more importantly, the banking
system faced the prospect that withdrawals might exceed deposits-a
situation
known as disintcrmediation-largely
because technology and fnancial innovation
were rapidly creating financial instruments, such as money market mutual funds,
that were close substitutes for traditional bank deposits. In these circumstances, the
economic and political pressures to eliminate the Federal Resen;e’s Regulation (j,
which set interest-rate ceilings on bank deposits, became irresistible. As the process
of interest-rate deregulation took hold’ in a setting of rapid technological advance in
banking and finance, it was to usher in the first stages of a %St&’ changed economic
and financial environment in which banking institutions had to compete hoth with
each other and with an ever-growing number of nonbank financial organizations.
‘I’hat transftrrmation-from
a relatively sheltered environment to a highly competitive one-has yet ttr run its cnursc.
‘I’he legacy of the inflation cycle of the late 1970s and early 1980s for the banking system was not limited to the manner in which it forced elements of deregulation. Indeed, a more insidious factor was that the inflationary psychology of the
period held out the prospect of seemingly limitless increases in the prices of farmland, crude oil, and other raw materials. W h e n the inflationary bubble broke, it left

IO ME CA.0 JOURNAL

in its wake the serious, and sometimes fatal, asset quality problems-i.e.,
the risk
that borrnwers would not repay their loans on time-of
hundreds of energy and agriculture banks. ‘fhcse same factors also play-cd a role in the emergence of the
LICK> (less developed countries) debt crisis which. fnr most of the 19HOs,was a dagger pointed at the heart of the international banking system.
Ilnfortunately,
the manner in which inflation and inflationary expectations gave
rise to serious asset quality problems in banking institutions in the early to mid1980s was to repeat itself later in the decade. ‘[‘hat is, while the overall rate of inflation over the balance of the 19XOs behaved reasonably well, a number of related
factors helped to create another wave of bad assets in banks. ‘I’hese factors included
the rapid rise in real estate prices, the belief that components of business cnterprises could bc sold off at ever-higher prices in order to reduce debt, and the debt
service costs associated with Icveraged buy-outs (LHO’s). ‘I’he lingering effects of
this wave of bad assets are still veq- much with IJS today.
Generalized or sector-specific elements of inflation and inflationary expectations vverc not the only factors eroding the fabric of the banking system during

much of the 1980s. Indeed, those problems were magnified by a new wave of technological changes that undercut important elements of the traditional banking
“franchise”-that
of taking deposits and making loans-by
unleashing powerful
new competitive forces from a wide range of sources both at home and abroad. The
riced to keep pace with these technological and competitive forces placed strong
adapt their operating and business strategies to the newly emerging “high-tech”
financial environment. All of this wxs occurring in a setting in which capital positions-that
is, the “financial cushion” accumulated by banks in the event of potential losses-had been trending lower for many years, especially at many larger banking institutions. During this time, there were some observers who seriously questioned the need for even modest capita1 levels for banking institutions.
Taken together, the combination of rising asset quality problems, rapidly rising
operating costs, competitively
depressed margins and spreads, weakened capital
positions, and an underlying banking structure that was (and is) increasingly out of
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step with the realities of the domestic and international marketplace produced a
weakened and vulnerable I7.S. banking system. ‘I’cJ an extent, those sources of
weakness and vulnerability
were muted as long as overall economic activity rcmajned robust. However, when the pace of economic activiv slowed in 1990 and
1991, the scope of the problem became more evident, as witnessed by the sharp fall
in many bank stock prices and the very appreciable widening of interest-rate
spreads on bank debt relative, for example, to ‘I’reasur’y securities.’
Recently, there has been a pronounced reversal of these earlier trends in that
the equity and debt ma.rkets have Favorably reappraised the outlook for banking
institutions. ‘[‘his reappraisal seems to be driven by a number of factors, including:
1980S, 4N

Prohlem assets. There are straws in chc wind to suggest that the rise in probI:UIXRLTlhC

lem assets in the banking system may habe peaked, even though it is true that the
level of problem assets remains very high by any historicA standard. CcrtainlF-, the
ILK d&t problem is now largely behind most major banks and the highly leveraged transactions situation looks better on the whr~le,’ even though some individual
problems still loom large. Commercial real estate problems remain formidable. but
even there. the Fall in commercial real estate prices seems to have abated in some
parts of the county. If-and
this remains a big if-the
drag on bank earnings arising from the vey high level of nonperforming and under-performing loans begins
to ahate. there is no question that it can have a f:dvorable impact on bank profits
and
capital retention.

Capital positions. Despite the enormous drag on capital resulting from
charge-offs against a wide variety of loans, rndjor banks have substantially bolstered
th&capital
and loan-loss reserve positions over the past several years. Indeed, the
vast majority rrf major banks’ risk-hased capital ratios are now well in excess of the
minimums established by the Bank for International Settlements (BIS)-a
result
chat many observers would have regarded as unreachable only a few years ago.
In this regard, it should be stressed that the 1988 Rasle capital accord, through
which an internationally accepted definition of hank regulatory capital and a common weighting system for risk were developed, was one of the truly major banking
and bank supenisoq events, not just for the 198Os, but for the postwar period as a
whole. Not only did it help establish a more level playing field in international
banking and serve as a major step in rhe direction of strengthening the hands of
supervisory authorities, but it also made it respectable for bank managers and directors to do what had to be done in any event-namely,
become more aggressive and
innovdtive
in raising
capirdl.
Operating costs. Banking institutions are becoming much more aggressive in
their efforts to contain operating costs. To he sure, some of this is arising in the
context of mergers, but even in the absence of such events, individual banks arc
having a significant dcgrec of success in curbing operating costs. This process is
painfill and difficult, especialI)- for the tens of thousands of workers who are being
displaced as a part of the effort. However, its potential implications for the “bottom
line” and for earnings retention and capital growth can be very powerful, especially
if the drag on earnings that is arising from nonperforming loans were to ahate in any
material fashion.
M’hile these and other factors go a long way in explaining the reappraisal by the
debt and etluiq markets of the outlook for banks and the banking system, the fact
remains that rebuilding the financial muscle of the U.S. hanking system will be a
long and difficult process that will he far from risk-free. [Uncertainties about the
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near-term economic outlook in the I;nited States and in much of the world tell us
so in rather unambiguous terms. Hut there are other dangers as well. For example:
l

AND

ITnfortunatcly, and despite years ofdebate and discussion, Congress has
been unable to reach a consensus on the needed reforms-reforms
that, at the
least, should include the de facto repeal of hlcFadden, Douglas, and GlassSteagall.’ ‘1’0 be sure, these reforms will not solve all of the problems, but they
will help to create the structural framework within which the process of change
and adaptation can move forward in a more orderly and stable manner, They
will also help strengthen the fabric of the U.S. banking and financial system,
while reducing unnecessary and potentially troublesome new sources of tinancial and economic tensions between nations.
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‘I’he basic legal framework for banking and finance in the United States is
increasingly out of step with the realities of the global marketplace, and with
recently enacted changes in Canada and the prospects for major changes in
Japan. In the near term, the situation will worsen further. This raises important
competitive questions for 1I.S. institutions, but it also implies that it will become more and more difficult to effectively administer a policy of national treatment-that
is, a policy that treats every bank operating in the lJnited States,
whether foreign or domestic, according to I1.S. laws and regulations-in
the
sphere of international banking and finance. As IJ.S. firms’ overseas operations
benefit from structural reforms abroad and foreign firms become more frustrated by restrictions on their operations here in the I!nited States, there is a
danger of a rise in “financial protectionism” that can become still another source
of unnecessaq, and potentially damaging, tensions in the economic and financia1 relations between nations.

In the eyes of many informed
obscrvcrs,
the United
States is still
“overbanked.” This implies that there will almost SUTdy be a further shrinkage
of relatively modest proportions in the number of banking institutions in the
I‘nited States. ‘I-hat is a natural market process that, within limits, should be
welcomed. But with banks-unlike
many other forms of commercial enterprise-the
precise manner in which that process of shrinkage occurs can have
important implications for various aspects of public policy, including possible
costs to the deposit insurance fund should banks fail. The crucial question,
therefore, is not whether there w-ill be further consolidation in banking, but
whether that process can be managed in an orderly way, consistent with the
public interest. That is one of the reasons why it is so important to get on with
the task of progressive legislative reform along the lines discussed above.
As the nature of banking and finance continues to changeariven
still further
by technology-individual
firms will have to further develop and refine highly
sophisticated risk-management and control systems in order to better understand and contain the credit, market, and settlement risks associated with a
highly complex world of both on-babancc sheet and off-balance sheet activities.
The challenges in this area are formidable, not only for banking and financial
institutions, but alsvand
perhaps even more s-for
the domestic and international community of supervisors and regulators. Indeed, developing sensible,
coherent, and effective reporting requirements, accounting standards, and capital guidelines governing many of these new activities will be an enormous task,
even in a setting in which there are considerable goodwill and good intentions
on all sides.
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I;inally, there is the major question of whether bankers, Icgislacors, and regulators will have the wisdom to benefit in a lasting fashion from the hard and painful lessons of the 1980s. ‘l’he most basic of those lessons is the obvious fact that
when emerging problems arc not confronted early on, they only get ivorseand they surely become more expensive.

None of us can see with clarity what the I1.S. banking and financial system will
look like five or 10 years from now, in part because none of us can fully anticipate
what will constitute the banking “franchise” of the future. Yet, it is not inconceivable thdt the l1.S. banking system will emerge from the painful and difficult decade
of the 1980s with renc\ved strength and compcritivc vigor, while banking systems
in many other rountrics will still have to cope more fully with many of the competitive and technological changes that occurred in this country over the past decade.
Public polic)makers have a role to play in fostering chat favorable outcome for the
lJ.S. banking system, in part by- maintaining policies consistent with noninflationary
growth in the 113. economy and in part hy creating a legal and regulatory environment that is consistent with a safe, sound, competitive, and contemporary banking
and financial system.
But at the end of the day, it is discipline and prior restraint on the part of directors and managers of banking and financial institutions that must he sustained if we
are to reach that vision of the future. As noted earlier, there are some straws in the
wind to suggcsc that a renewed commitment
to those basics of banking is beginning to take hold, If that is the case, and if it can bc sustained in a setting in uThich
public policy does its job. a more stable banking environment is within reach with
all of its hcnefits for the nation’s cconom?; and the society at large. l
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)s)‘()~y,
/IS \v):
Ought
to know
hut
often
for@, has bisons to teach us.
,\ll too frquently,
it takes a disaster to make us rememhcr. ‘I’hc
fdilurc ofthc banking system in the 1030s ww accompanied hy the
C;reat I)cpression. A similar failure of the banking system-and
perhaps another
economic calamity similar to the C;rcat IIcprcssion-has
hecn averted today, hut
only throllgh a bailout of the nation’s thrifts and commercial hanks that will Cost
halfa trillion dollars or morn. For that sum, WC‘at least ought to he rcmindcd
ofchc need to protwt the banking sytcm from the sort of practices that have
Cost 11s~1lot of m,jnfq and darna@ our confidence in American financial and

political institutions.
\$‘hac f&ws
is a brief explanation of one of the cornerstones of financial
regulation since the lY.30~: the separation between the banking sector ad the
securities industr). Next, a fe\v words about
a reform proposal that has rccencly
stirred up a lot of cjiscwdon:
granting hanks new powers to participate in the
sccrlritics f&i. I:inally. rhc basic elements of a reform proposal that would
cncouragc
economic efficiency and ensure safq and soundness.

The Glass-Steagall

Act of 1933

1 n t hfc our -.yur period from lY.30 through 19.3.3, over 7,000 I1.S. banks
failed. ‘I’hcse failures crippled the global financial y+stcm and served as the
impetus for the establishmonr of the Federal Ikposjt Insurance C:orporation
(l;III(:)
and the cnactmcnt of the Securities Act of lY.3.3 and the Securities
Exchange ACT of 19.34. (:ongrzss also responded hy passing the Banking Act
of 193.1 (known as the Glass-Stcagall Act), which separated the commercial
banking and imutmcnt
banking industries. In essence, commercial hanks
accept deposits from the public and USC those resources to make loans. Inwstmcnt hanks USC their cwn capital-provided
by partners or shareholders-to
underwrite securities for cornpanics and governmental hodics. ‘l’he passage of
the Glass-Sceagall Act rcflectcd a judgment that the commingling ofcnmmercial
lending and securities underwriting presented temptations and conflicts of
interest that threatened the credibility and soundness of the financial ystem.
Specifically. CL)ngress was cnnccrncd bccausc I ‘.S. banks had:
. channeled bank funds into “spewlatiwz ” invcstmcnts
sponsored by the commercial banks’ securities affiliates;
l

imprudently

. loaned monq
banks securities

sponsored or co-

loaned money directly to their securities affiliates;
to third parties to finance the p~~rchasc of securities from the
affiliates; and

purchased stock from their securities affiliates for their own accounts or for
their fiduciary accounts; in other cases, securities affiliates purchased stock in
companies that wcrz the hcneficiarics of Iwans from the parent bank.
l

‘I‘hc institution of federal deposit ins~~rwcc through the FIIIC made the
regulation or prohibition of these conflicts of interest even mow imperative, since
any financial irresponsibility
on the part of hank managers would now put on the
hook not just the banks’ shareholders hut American VdXpaycrS
as well. ‘I‘he
(ilass-Steagall
Act WJS designed to eliminate these opportunities
for douhle-
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dealing by flatly prohibiting banks from awning securities affiliates (with one
notahlc loophole that 1 will mention later). ‘I‘he premix of Lhe rcftrrm was that
each sector of the financial community should act independently, each pursuing
the distinct types of [ransactions in which it specializes, with no cross-subsidies
that might again drag hanks and their depositors tu the brink-or
over it.

The long calm
F or mcrrc

than four dedcs,
the restructured banking system that had emerged
during the Great Depression showed no Ggns of weakness. Ranks enjoyed a vcq
protected snd cozy cxistcnce: ‘I’hc price they had to pay to attract deposits WJS
limited hy go~crnment-ilnpc,scd
ccdings on the interest rata they couk! offer on
avings amounts, and the terms of competition bert: limited hy legislative
prohibitions on interstate t~ranching and by similar ha-s to the ownership of
hanks h), commercd
firms. ( Iommerd
hanks also enjoyed a monopoly owzr
checking acutJunts and-wcn
better-wcrc
prohibited by law from pqing
Interest on demand cleposicc (particularly checking 3rd payroll xcnunrs). Savings
and Ioans (also known as thrifts), which were dcvcloped in or&x to pmmotc
mortgage lending and home trwnership, wcrc also subject to an interest-t-xc
ceiling. hut they were permitted to pay a quarter-percent more in interat than
wmmercial
banks. ‘I’hc cffcct of these rcgukktions was to force consumers to
keep their liquid funds in wmmercial
banks and thrifts at artificdy
kru- rates.
Veanv hilt. the twlks and thrifts pockctcd their monopoly profits.
Standing behind 311of this WV, the guarantee of fcdcral deposit insurance
and ultimately, acwss to the I~cdcral I<esur\~c System’s “discount windtw”-the
guaranteed “lender of last resort” in the c\cnt that hanks needed cash. Between
rhcm, deposit insurance and the “discount window” allowed banks to take
greater risks than nonbank financial institutions.
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Th e h an k’Ing system’s strength NBS deceptive, how~vcr, resting as it did
primarily on artificial restraints on market forccri. ‘I-he loosening of thcsc
restraints, when it occurred, Id to a rcsurgcncc of fmancial irrcsponsil~ility,
as
bankers plunged into markets they lacked either the expertis” or the judgment to
serve safely and profitably.
‘I’hc change hcgan in the mid-lC)70\ with the birth of the money market
xcount. Investors soon found that they cwkl
invest their liquid funds in thcsc
almost risk-free accounts while earning substantially higher rates of intcrcst than
were nffcred hy commercial banks and thrifts. (iravity makes water find ia own
level. In this instance, market force% had the same cffcct on invcstmcnt:
I3y
1982, the amount of money invcsrcd in tnuncy market accounts had risen to
more than $200 billion.
Jux as investors xverc turning away from hanks and thrifts, so, increasingI>-,
wcrc ccwporate borrowers. ‘I‘hc growth of the commercial paper market ga’c
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corpopdtitrns 3 chance co lower their borrowing Costs by going directly to the
financial markers for short-term funds rather than lxx-rowing from banks. By
197Y, $1 13 billion of commercial paper bvas outstanding.
\+‘hat all this mcanr was that banks and thrifts were now losing their most
pmfit&le clients both on the deposit side and the loan side. ‘[‘he situation was
partic\lIarIy dirt for the thrifts: Between 1980 and 1%-Q. 28 percent of all thrifts
were cithcr liquidated or mcrged into stronger institutions.
In 10X2, the banks and thrifts responded by asking &ngress to pass the
now infunous (;arn-St. Gcrmain Icgislation that, among other things, accelerated the dercgularion of interest raw and the amount of non-mortgage lending
in which thrifts could engage. ‘I‘he effect ofthis legislation was to allo\\, banksand thrifts, in particular-to
engage in risky (or even reckless) lending and
invcstrncnt practiucc. While competing to attract mow expensive, higher-interest
deposits, l,anks and thrifts had to turn to mow risky investments to cover the
cscnlating costs thcw deposits entailed. Of course, federal deposit insurance
stood behind these risky activirics. ‘I’;lxpayers are still paying the price.
Ir is important to remember that it ~‘as not primarily local, mom-and-pop
institutions that succumbed to imprudent. reckless, or criminal mismanagement.
Accordin,g to the latest ITIII(l figures. hctwcen 19XX and 1991, banking
regulators had to close 602 banks with assets totalling approximately
$11X
billion--a
per-lunk average of almost $200 million. Last year alone. the
average hank that had to hc seized had assets of nearly $X25 million.

The debate
A

over expanded

powers

gamst this backdrop, it woulcl
seem almost unimaginable that the banks
would come forward and ask for an expansion of their power to engage in
nonhanking hllsincsscs, Ict alone one as volatile as the securities business. 1 XI):
“expansion,” hecausc each of the nation‘s largest banks already has taken
ad\;antagc of a loophole in the law to escahlish what is called a “Section 20”
affiliate. Section 20 of the Glass-Steagall ,4ct prohibits hanks from affiliating with
any organization that is engaged “principally” in the issue, flocadon, underwriting, public sale, or distribution of securities. l:or many Scars, this language
serw!d, as Cbngrcss intended, as a safety barrier to banks’entry into seouritics
underwriting.
Hut more recently, the Federal Reserve Hoard has allowed that
the word “principally” suggests that banks may ow-n affiliates that depend on
sccuritics activities for S~MFW,
but not moct, of their rcvenucs. Recent ITederal
Kescrve interprctdtions of Section 20 allow banks tn establish nonhank subsidiarics that deriw up to 10 percent of their revenue from a uride range of otherwise prohibited securities activities, including underwriting commercial paper,
mortgage-backed
securities, municipal bonds, securitizcd assets, and corporate
bonds and quit); offerings.
h,lany of the country’s largest banks are not satisfied with this important
beachhead, howu\cr, and seek to repcal Glass-Stcagall completely. ‘l’hcy
argue that thq arc unfairly confined to traditional banking activities-activities
that are no longer profitable due ro the growth of money market accounts, the
expansion of the commercial paper and medium-term nclce markets, and the
devclopmcnr of the asset-securitization market.
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‘I’hcir complaint has some superficial appeal. Only one I;%. bank IS
numbcrcd among the wwrld’~ largest 30. suggesting that I:.S. banks have
become globally uncompetitive.
(It is rarely mentioned, however, that Japan.
rhe country with the most banks in the cop 10, has its own version of (;lassStcagall.) ‘I’hc banks also point out that many European countries allow their
lwks to pursue securities activities. apparently without calamitous rcsulw.
‘I’hrse foreign hanks, the argument goes. are able to take advantage of the
“synergies” that exist bctwccn the lydnking and sccuritics markets.

Should

banks

have expanded

powers?

A t h c arguments for expanded powws, however, no one has yet
1)s:L<pltc -,I1
demonstrated a compelling riced to let federally insured banks move-whether
tiircctl) or through affiliates-into
other businesses. ‘l’hc vast majority of banks
that did not make unwise loans to real cstatc developers, third k+nrld countries.
or leveraged buv-out magnatcs remain protitahle and healthy. ‘I’hat some banks
have keen so incompetent in handling their core business certainly dots not
recommend that WC cncour~gc them to expand into other cnterpriscs.
Nor would entrance into the securities business he the panacea that many
bankers seem to think it wrn~ld be. While the sccuritics industry has hccn
Kenerull)’ pmfitabtc in rcccnt years, it is also extremely cyclical. In LYYO, for
cxamplc, the banking industrqho\ve\.cr
troubled it may be-had net income of
over $10 billion. l)uring the same year, the sccuritics indust%, as a whole, tost
over $IhO million and had a tower return on equity than did the commercial
I)anks. In for, sccuritics firms had a lower return on crluity than hanks in IYXX,
1 VXC), and IYYO.
‘l’hc argument, then. that entering the securities field would restore protit:rbilit>- to poorly managed banks makes no sense. Moreover, adding hlmdreds of
new. federally insured competitors to an industry that is already highly competitivc And cyclical would be a prescription for systemwide failure.
‘t’he “syncrgics” argument is cvcn mow disturbing. Just where these
sywgies
might come from never seems to he quite clear, but one can onl!
ponder the synergistic opportunities that would
hx
if hanks were free to
pursue rhc types of double-dealing activities that brought us the stock market
crash of 1YZY. lt is somecimcs argued that synergies will come about bccausc
banks, through their loan activities, arc adept at understanding and identifying
SO~JCXS
of risk-a skill that is at the heart of the securities underwriting husincss. ‘I’his is hardly an nqyment for an intcgratcd system, even leaving aside
[he obvious question of why. if banks are so good at understanding and identifying sourcccs of risk, so many of them are in such a dcbititated condition.
It wwlld be one thing, ;jf course, if the banks wanted to set up truly isolated
affiliates, sraffed by professionals who would conduct the securities business
\-l.ithout involving the bank’s deposits, Hut the bank reform debate has historic& been controlled by a few large money-center hanks that dc\iJc
nothing
less than the ability to cW’JdJJct
full-scale securities business supported by the
federally insured resources of the bank and unconstrained by any safeguards
against mismanagement
or abuse.
‘I’hese banks resist all efforts to establish
u hat art‘ called “firc\~alls’‘-toLlffh
rcstrictiona that U’OLIM prevent hanks from
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dealing M:ith their proposed securities affiliates. ‘l-he industry’s wersinn to
fircwalls is so fierce that it seems willing to scrq~ the entire push for expanded
powers, if it has to accept firewalls to get them.
Hut if(:ongress concludes that some enlargement of banking powers could
offer real benefits ro the banking ytcm,
it wor~ld be crucial to balance these
enhanced powers with real, practical rcsrrictions dcsigncd to ensure that the
enlarged po\lcrs do not jeopardize the legitimate expectations of depositors. the
dcl”‘sit-insumncr
guarantee backed by taxpayers, or the freedom of choice of
commercial customers. If banks arc to hc given greater authority to underwrite
and trade secllriries. these activities must be conducted by an affiliate that is
w&xl
off from the federally insured banking operations, so that insured deposits
are not placed at risk in subsidizing or financing securities underwriting and
trading activities.
In ,Adition. Congress should protect husincss people who depend on a
hank’s lending capabilities from being blackmailed into using the hank’s sccuriries services. ‘I‘his risk is real: Even with the limited securities business done by
Section 20 aftiliatcs today, there have been numerous casts in which banks
halve conditioned their willingness to extend or rencbv credit to their business
customers on the customers’ use of the afliliatcs’ securities serviccx.

(iOi\I

.S OF

IMI’KOVlN(;

Some su@estions
T

for sound banking

reform

here are legitimate reasons to plush for banking reform, hut reform must
satisfy the twin goals of improving efficiency and liquidity while also protecting
depositors, taxpayers. and borrowers.
‘t’hc change that would best satisfy these goals would be a repeal of the
current prohibition against interstate branching. .\lonc among the world’s major
nations. the I Jnitcd States fragments its banking system among more than
12,000 financial institutions. Allowing hanks to solicit deposits and offer services
nationwide would stimulate consolidations and offer efficiencies of scale that
could significantly improve operating margins without increasing risks.
Since the nation would be starting from a wildly Halkanizcd system, prospccts are remote for dangerous levels of concentration working to the disadvantagc of depositors or customers in small towns and rural areas. &pealing
the
prohibition against interstate branching would do more to bolster the banking
industy’s cfficienq
and profitability than allowing it to expand its entry into the
securities husincss could cvcr he reasonably cxpccred to do. (‘l‘hc first step on
this road WJS taken this spring when the administration allowed thrifts some
interstatc branching.)
Another reform that merits serious consideration would be loos&q
the
constraints that currently prohibit industrial companies from controlling or owning
major interests in commercial banks. Industrial corporations could provide
banks an additional source of capital and provide another valuable resowCc as
well:
managers
who
undcrstdnd
the importawe
of efficiency.
IXzwly, there is ample room to modernize the nation’s banking system. Hut
it must be dune with care. ‘I’he stakes arc too high to forget that if the system
offers opportunities for mismanagement or abuse, someone is likely to take
advantage of them. ‘I‘hat is one of the clearest Icssons of history. l
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0K ‘I’HK I’WI’ 30 years, commercial
bankers and securities industry profc+
sionals have argued ahout the GlassStezqll Act of 1933, a Depression-era reform that
set a barrier between commercial banking functions and much of the traffic in stocks and bonds.
‘[‘he conflict has focused on no less an issue than
the wisdom of the reform itself and the desirability
of undoing it. Rankers argue that Glass-Stcagr,all is
ludicrous and outdated. People in the securities
industry argue that it is essential to the safct?, of
the financial system.
Back in June lW3, when Glass-Stea&
was
enacted, there was no such controversy. Instead.
there \vas a remarkable consensus. Virtually all
interested persons appear to have thought the
measure praiseworthy and tong overdue. Yet only
two years later. even the author of the Icgislation
doubted its wisdom. And historians today generally
agree that C&s-Steagall
had little impact on the
economic depression that led to its enactment.
How has this law given rise to such contradictory view-s? And why did it attract such universal
qq)ort in the first place? A look at the world in
which it came about may offer some answzrs.’

Banks and securities
Steagalt
G lass-1

reflects ideas deeply rooted in
19th-century banking theory and practice. Conventional Victorian economic wisdom held that
institutions that accept demand deposits from the
public should use that money to supply short-term
commercial credit to entrepreneurs and should
steer clear of stocks and bonds. Fl:hat banks
actually did always differed to some extent from
the classical economists’ theories about what they
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ought to do. Until the 192Os, however, the gap
between theory and practice was relatively slight
for most inror;bortrre~commercial hanks.
Rut the great p&&f
banks of those days, which
were organized as partnerships, imposed no such
limitations on themselves. These firms-such
a~
J.P. Morgan & Company, its Philadelphia affiliate
Drcxel and Company (later reincarnated as Drcxel
Rurnham Lambert Inc.), Brown Brothers Harriman
& Company, I,ee Higginson & Company, and
Kuhn, I,oeb & Company-were
the nation’s
premier investment bankers.” They also supplied
commercial banking services to a select clientele of
large corporations, public authorities, and affluent
folk. Mureover, the); were closely intertwined with
the biggest incorporated commercial hanks.
[Jence people in the t’rogressi\,e Erd talked
about the “Money ‘Trust,” which some viewednot wholly without reason-as the mother of the
other trusts and therefore the most sinister trust of
the whole vicious breed. This was the era in which
1,incoln Stcffens called the senior J. Pierpont
hIorgan “the boss of the I‘nited States,” and in
which Woodrow W ilson, accepting the Democratic
presidential nomination in 1912, warned that “a
concentration of the control of credit. . . may at any
time become infinitely dangerous to free enterprise.” Yet all this sound and fury did littlc to
prevent banks from expanding their operations.
Commercial banks got into the securities
business in a big way during World War I, when
the federal govcmmcnt sold irs I,iberty bonds
through the banks. That patriotic mission familiarized banks with the techniques of the trade, And it
helped them overcome the public’s skittishness
about securjtics,
Up to this point, stocks were for speculators,
many of whom retied heavily on margin credit.
Sock speculation with borrowed money seemed
hard to distinguish from gambling. And if the
customers were gamblers, the brokers who catered
to them were CXSinOoperators. 2’0 respectable folk
in the days before World Miar I, the stock market
looked like a sleazy, disreputable, dishonest game
in which greedy, gullible sheep were fleeced by
even greedier but far more knowing professionals.
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Of course, there were always a few “blue chip”
stocks of investment caliber, hut those were held
by the classes, not the masses. And even among the
wealthy, cautious people steered clear of stocks.
‘I’his changed very fast during the Roaring
l’wenties. People who bought Liberty bonds from
their bankers in 1917 and 191X became good
prospects for other, more venturesome securities.
‘I-he two largest commercial banks in the land,
I:hase National Bank (now (:hase >Ianhattan
Bank) and National City Bank of New York (now
(Ztihank), saw a golden opportunity and seized it
hy launching huge investment banking operations.
Other institutions followed their lead.
Few found this combination of functions
disturbing. Accause the leading commercial banks
were also the leading investment hanks, and
because the preeminent private investment hanks
wcrc also active in wholesale commercial banking,
there were no turf wars. A world in which harhcrs
sell food and grocers cut hair-and in which the
conventional wisdom regards this as fitting and
proper-is
no place for pitched battles between
grocers and barbers over who should be permitted
to do what. And if neither the grocers nor the
lyarbers are bothered, who else will care?

Enter

Senator

Glass

wh en it came to banking, however, someone did
care: Senator Carter Glass of Virginia. Were it not
for the Glass-Steagall Act, few people would now
remember Glass. (Even fewer would remember
Representative Henry A. Steagall of Alabama,
Glass’s House counterpart and the father of federal
deposit insurance.)
To history huffs, however, Glass’s association
with the measure that hears his name seems
incongruous. In his day (and it was a very long one)
Glass may well have hccn the bankers’ favorite
statesman: an old-fashioned, intensely conservative legislator, who probably wouldn’t have minded
heing called a “reactionary,” and whom some

DID

GLASS-STEACALL

HAPPEN?

thought an apologist for and a creature of the
hloney Trust. How did it happen that this warm
friend of hanks and hankers was the father of
legislation that strictly curtailed banks’ activities?
Carter Glass was a critical, skeptical conserva
tive who thought for himself. A self-educated
newspaperman who became a passionate student
of finance as well as a politician, Glass had helped
craft the Federal Reserve system while a member
of the House of Representatives. Later he was
Woodrow W ilson’s Secretary of the Treasury.
W h e n he went to the Senate, he appointed himself
the Democratic party’s in-house financial expert.
As such, Glass was “a socially conservative critic
I,ong hefore the 1929 crash, he
of speculation.“i
found the banks’ securities-related activities
inappropriate and troubling. I ie wanted tu curb
them. W ’hen hc wrote the 1928 Democratic
platform’s banking plank, he stated: “The administration of the (Federal Reserve) system for the
advantage of stock market speculators should
cease. It must hc administered for the benefit of
farmers, wage-earners, merchants, manufacturers,
and others cngzaged in constructive business.“J
Today it might he hard to see how GlassStcagall could spring from a concern about the
diversion of credit from “constructive business” to
presumably unconstructive stock market speculation. ‘1‘0 prohibit hanks from lending too much on
securities (as Section 7 of the Securities Exchange
Act of 1934 now does) is one thing. To bar them
from any role at all in the distribution of new
nongovernmental securities+even
pure debt
issues of the highest quality that no one could
possibly consider “speculative’‘-is
quite another.
Yet until quite recently, that is exactly what GlassSteagall did.’
But the unconstrained financial world of the
twenties had neither a Glass-Steagall Act nor a
Securities Exchange Act. So it was not wholly
unreasonable for financial Puritans, like Carter
Glass and his favorite academic economist, H.
Parker W illis of Columbia I Iniversity, to see a
distressing link between what the banks did as
lenders and what they did as securities merchants.
In their view, one hand washed the other to
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the detriment of productive enterprise. Banks,
acting as merchants, urged their customers to buy
securities. The bankers then donned their lending
hats and lent those customers the wherewithal for
their speculative purchases, So the bankers made a
double profit: ‘I’hey collected a commission or a
markup on the securities, and they also collected
interest on the ltran that paid for the securities.
Yet the honest businessmen and the upstanding
farmers, whom the banks were supposed to serve.
couldn’t get loans, Money that should have been
made available to them was being “diverted” to
Wall Street casino operations.
So reasoned Glass and his colleagues. ‘These
notions reflected the classical theory that long-term
capital ought to come from the community’s
“real
savings,” not from money “manufactured”
hy
entries on the books of commercial hanks.

Depression
After

and disaster

1929, ~1r ass moved beyond a mere cwncern

with credit control. He had always thought that
banks shouldn’t sell stocks and bonds to their
customers. Now, with the stock market crash, he
had incontrovertible
proof that their doing so led to
disaster. As Glass saw it, the link was really very
simple. Not until the late 1920s had banks gone
into the securities business on a huge scale. And
the great collapse followed as night follows day.
Now banks all over the land were closing their
doors; such are the wages of sin. ‘I’he problem was
that those wages were being paid not by the sinful
bankers, hut by the hapless investors and the
innocent depositors who trusted those faithless
money changers.
Glass saw to it that the 1932 Democratic platform demanded “the divorce of the investment
banking husiness from commercial banks.” Today
so arcane a policy doesn’t sound like much of a
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vote-catcher. But in the Depression-tormented
America of 1932, the issue had considerable
electoral appeal. So the nationwide radio address in
which Glass told how “with insatiable avarice, great
banking institutions, through their lawless afliliates,” had peddled worthless securities to trusting
investors was considered “one of the most effective
speeches of the whole campaign.“”
‘I’har speech had been preceded by a barrage of
publicity about the hankers’ investment misdeeds.
Glass held two sets of hearings, which exposed
much dirty linen. As he told his colleagues, “‘I-he
great banks in the money centers choked the
portfolios of their correspondent banks from hlaine
to California with their utterly worthless investment securities, nearly eight billions of them being
the investment securities of tottering South
American republics and other foreign countries.“’
‘The question did not arise whether this linen
was dirtier than that of the firms that confined
themselves to investment banking. In fact, the
evidence suggests that the post-Depression
performance of the issues underwritten by commercial banks was slightly less dismal than that of
the securities hawked by the nonbank sector. But
the times were not propitious for a defense that
said, in essence, “We weren’t really all t&bad;
in
fact, we were at least a little bit better than the
others.” The essential political reality was that lots
of people had lost lots of money because securities
sold to them by banks had gone sour.
‘The bankers called this a natural consequence
of the greatest contraction in economic history.
They did not see what their role in the securities
business had to do with it. To Glass and his allies,
however, the issue was essentially ethical: Stocks
and bonds had caused bankers to stray from the
paths of righteousness. As Senator Robert J.
Bulkley of Ohio said at the time: “If we want
banking service tw be strictly banking service,
without the expectation of additional profits in
selling something to customers, we must keep the
hanks out of the investment security business.“H
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the divorce

&I act y w h y “strictly banking service” was so
much better than a broader “financial department
store” vision of the banker’s function was never
really explained. Nor was it altogether clear that
measures forcing banks to conform to the theories
of Senators Glass and Bulkley would have prevented the Depression. Just how such laws would
bring prosperiy back was an even deeper mystery.
So the case for divorce seemed thin.
To defenders of the status quo, that case
appeared skeletal and specious. They pointed out,
first, that divorcing investment from commercial
banking in the midst of a serious depression was
likely to have strong deflationary effects. (‘This
argument carried little weight with Glass, who
responded, ‘There are some things that ought to
be deflated . . and any time is opportune to deflate
them in my judgment.“‘)
Second, the link between the banks’ securities
activities and the bank failure epidemic was
obscure. National City Bank, Chase National Bank,
and First National Bank of Boston hadn’t failed.
The banks that closed were smaller, and few of
them had much to do with securities. So why all
the fuss about securities?
Third, how would turning the whole securities
business over to brokers constitute an improvement? Everybody knew that those hucksters were
even less angelic than bankers. Moreover, the
banks were regulated, and in those days-before
the Securities and Exchange Commissionbrokers were not.
The real problem, said Glass’s opponents, was
overly aggressive selling and low margins. Glass’s
divorce hobbyhorse addressed neither of those
evils. Still, 1932 and 1933 were bad years for this
kind of skeptical pedantry. That the skeptics and
the pedants happened to he the very bankers who
stood to benefit from the perpetuation of the status

HAPPEN?

quo, which had enriched them but brought their
customers and the country to ruin, did not add to
their credibility.
The man who was credible was Carter Glass.
And he, an ultra-conservative, extremely prestigious elder statesman of finance, said that the
perverse marriage between commercial and
investment banking had to be dissolved in order to
restore the nation’s economic health. Legislators
both less conservative and less at home with the
mysteries of finance were not inclined to cross
swords with Glass about this issue. In January 1933,
lawmakers eager to appear more pro-banker than
Carter Glass were few and far between. So the
Senate passed his banking bill on January 25, 1933,
by a vote of 54 to 9.

Scandal

and success

A

s the battlefront moved to the House in March
1933, commercial bankers were drowning in a sea
of troubles. A catastrophic nationwide banking
crisis had forced the new president to close every
bank in the country. The men who presided over
those institutions were also in sad shape, irreparably damaged by the Senate’s concurrent investigation of the securities industry.
The bankers most closely identified with the
merchandising of investments, Charles E. Mitchell
of National City and Albert J. Wiggin of Chase, had
been exposed as tax cheats and manipulators who
sold their own institutions’ stock short while they
urged the public to buy. Those who had taken that
advice had suffered severely, while Mitchell and
Wiggin had compensated themselves on a princely
scale. Both found it expedient to resign.
Their successors turned over a new leaf at once.
On March 7,1933, National City Bank announced
that it was liquidating its securities affiliate, The
next day Winthrop Aldrich, Chase’s new chief
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executive, commended Natiunal City’s action,
declaring chat “intimate conncccion between
commercial hanking and investment banking
almost inevitably leads to abuses.““’ (:hasc, and
other banks, followed IKational City’s lead.
It was all over now. And the Banking ,Zct crf
1933 speedily became lahv.
‘1’0 most Americans, the act’s federal deposit
insurance provisions were undoubtedly far more
imporrant than its strictures on the hanks’ role in
the then-comatose securicics business. At chat
terrible time. the securities provisions were of little
moment even tu hankers. Investment banking was
now so dcpresscd that the right to engage in it was
no longer worth a fight. A summar); nrittcn at the
time notes that in contrast to the hanks’ earlier
position, now “there was no effective opposition
because security selling has ceased to be profitable
and some of rhe larger banks had already taken
steps to eliminate their security affiliates.“”
Another factor muting hankers’ objections was
193.3’s miserable employment situation. Ranks
were known as penurious hut steady cmploycrs.
‘I-hey didn’t fire people unless they absolutely had
to. A law barring them from the now-dormant
securities business proved convenient in that it
enabled banks to trim their staffs while retaining
their reputation for benevolence to employees.
‘l’rue, the jobs were gone. But they had hecn
destroyed 1~) an act of Congress.

Glass’s ironic

encore

Of course, the Depression didn’t end in 193.1.
It persisred for years. And private investment
remained paralyzed.
‘I‘hat paralysis caused Glass to reconsider. In
lY.35, when banking legislation was on Congress’s
agenda once again, he came forward with a mcasure that would have lowered the harriers he
himself had built two years earlier. His rationale
was that there was a desperate need to revive
investment and that readmitting the hankers to
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the securities business might do the trick.
The Senate passed Glass’s amendment. And
J. Pierpont Morgan, Jr., kept assuring his London
partners that it wnuld become law. But in late
August, President l;ranklin 11. Roosevelt made it
clear he would consider no modification of GlassSteagall. Glass’s liberalizing amendment died in a
House-Senate conference committee.
History’s nhcel turned strangeI>- both when it
produced Glass-Steagall in 1033 and then protected
it from Glass himself in 193.5. Glass-Steagall was in
hIministration
measure; it
no sense a Koosevclt
had passed the Senate even before Roosevelt’s
inauguration. Q’hcn enacted in 1933, it was a more
or less idiosyncratic “Glassism” whose passage
owed much to Glass’s unique combination of
enormous prestige, long experience, reputed
financial erudition, intense passion, and strategic
legislative position. In addition, the anti-banker
climate of the day, the obvious political need to do
something
about banking that sounded vehement
but w-asn’t really all that radicdl, and the bankers’
decision to capitulate together led the administration to take a henc\olently
neutral stance.
By 193.5, however, President Roosevelt and his
followers were much attached to it. That GlassSteagall’s architect was now disenchanted with his
lY.33 design made it all the more attractive to New
Dealers. Glass, the quintessential financial conservacive, W’aSidentified in the public mind with the
House of Morgan. President Roosevelt wasn’t. Kor
did he want to be-especially
as he approached his
campaign for reelection.
So he opposed Glass’s new look. For good or ill,
the wall stood.
In 1935, that wall didn’t matter all that much LO
anyone who was neither a hanker nor a broker. In
fact, it may not have mattered at all. Few of today’s
economic historians, whatever their ideological
snipe, now believe that banks’ securities affiliates
did much to bring on the Depression; that GlassSeagall
did much to advance
or curtail
the welfare
of investors or the general public; or that Glass’s
lY35 amendment, if adopted, would have contributed materially to recovery.
But at the rime, the wall had acquired great
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symbolic significance. Though it was not a New
Deal measure to start with, and though it obviously
did nothing at all to relieve the mass destitution of
the time, Glass-Steagall became identified with the
New Deal’s spirit. It was now a token of the
administration’s
determination to make a sharp
break with chc bad old days and to return the
capital of the llnited States from ~$‘all Street on the
island of Manhattan-where
it was said to have
been for a long time before 1933-to Pennsylvania
Avenue in Washington, D.C.
‘l’rue, this move had much more than token
value to the many people on Wall Street who
benefited substantially (even in terribly- deprcs~d
193.5) when commercial bank competition was
eliminated from the stock and bond trade. ILt
these gentlemen wcrc not in the limelight.
The House of Morgan was. The pressure for a
change in Glass-Steagall came from it and from its
friend Senator Glass. ‘1’0 President Roosevelt and
Als friends, this was reason enough to leave (:arter
Glass’s 1933 creation undisturbed and undiluted,

A temporary

truce

After
193.5, Glass-Steagall became a non-issue.
And it looked as though the bankers and the
securities dealers would live happily ever after,
after their divorce.
While the Depression was still on, there wasn’t
much worth fighting about. Memories of the 1929
crash, the ensuing catastrophic losses, and the
devastating rcvclations of the Senate investigations
were still fresh. The banks had no desire to make
those recollections even more vivid than they
already were. So the factors that had led them to
aband;,n the securities ship back in March 1933
remained in place.
‘I-his was so even after the economy recovered.
During World War II and for a long time after it
ended, commercial banking prospered. Still, the
securities business seemed incapable of returning
to anything resembling its 1927-1929 level. There

HAPPEN?

was lots of money around, but a risk-averse public
was loath to commit those funds to stocks and
bonds. High income taxes and low- interest rates
made bonds unattractive to private, non-institutional purchasers. As for stocks, the memory of the
crash and the Terrihlc ‘I‘hirties deterred mass
investment in equities.
But the truce was temporary. ‘I’he war about
Glass-Steagall that the bankers chose not to fight
in 193.3 erupted 30 years later. By then, 1929 was
ancient history-hut
Glass-SteagaH lived on,
prompting a struggle between bankers and brokers
that is still going on.
By the 196Os, the nation \vas much richer, and
the field that looked repulsively barren in 1933 was
far lusher. ‘I’he fly in the economic ointment was
inflation. Stocks were the traditional hedge against
that, so prudent people who wanted to preserve
their capital found them attractive. The equity
securities that looked like mere gambling vehicles
to Glass in 1930 were now seen as investment
necessities. Morcovcr, the mutual fund-a
mechanism for collective investment that was still in its
infidncy in 1929-was bringing Wall Street to Main
Street on a scale that would have boggled the
minds of 1920s bankers Mitchell and L&‘&in.
‘[‘heir successors naturally wanted their fair
share of this generous feast. It was just as natural
for the securities industry to argue that GlassSteagall’s wall harred commercial bankers from the
investment hanquct tahle. Both sides turned to
their lawyers. And a great battle of the books broke
out about just what Senator Glass meant to prohibit
and just what he meant to permit.
Still, as much as the hankers disliked the idea
of any limitations, they had to concede that Glass
must have thought he was prohi biting somdzing. So
the battle moved to the legislative arena, where it
rages now. There, commercial bankers and their
lobbyists argue that Glass’s ideas, formed by what
he had read by candlelight in Queen Victoria’s day,
were antiquated long before 1933. ‘I-hey think it
preposterous that the old-fashioned senator still
rules them from his grave<specially
given that he
himself had changed his mind way back in 1935.
of course, the securities industry takes a
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different view. It benefits substantially from GlassSteagall, and it fears commercial bank competition.
So the securities folk and their lobbyists paint Glass
as a financial statesman of genius who read the
lessons of the 1920s correctly.
The Glass-Steagall Act is a complex piece of
legislation; each of its four sections has its ambiguities. So there is much to argue about, and the
stakes are high enough to make it worth arguing
about. Hence Glass-Steagall has been a prolific
mother of litigation.
DE(:lSIONS

IN

RlX:EN’I

GREATl,Y

haven for its cash reserves isn’t banking, what is?
On the other hand, commercial banks now do a
great deal in the securities field. So Glass-Steagall’s
logic, which was perhaps a bit underwhelming to
start with, has become bafflingly obscure.
Justice Holmes’s aphorism that “A page of
history is worth a volume of logic” comes to mind.
But this page was written 60 years ago. Reasonable
people can reasonably differ about its meaning in,
and relevance to, the world of today. l
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banking was never total. bar was a complete
divorce ever intended. Glass-Steagall did nor
interfere with the commercial banks’ traditional
fiduciary powers. Ranks continued to manage vast
amounts of other people’s money and to give
financial advice to people and businesses that
wanted it, Moreover, administrative actions and
judicial decisions have in recent years greatly
eroded what once appeared to be a firm. if limited,
wall of separation.
The lines have become even more blurred with
the rising popularity of money market funds. ‘1’0
the consumer, an interest in a money market fund
is the functional equivalent of a bank account.
Millions of people keep hundreds of billions of
dollars in those entities. Technically, however, they
are not “banks.” And people who park their spare
cash in them are “shareholders,” not “depositors.”
Accordingly, money market funds are “investment companies,” and they are sponsored and
managed by investment firms. What those firms do
would, of course, have been considered “banking”
in Senator Glass’s day. If offering the public a
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~()IJOSAI,S ‘I‘0 KhFOK\l the nation’s banking and financial services
system have been debated continually since the initial banking statutes
were enacted almost 60 years ago. Ilespitc all the discussion, however,
W C haven’t made much progress. The current system is costing the taxpayers
billions of dollars to clean up hundreds of failed banks and thrifts, and it is
rewarding the weakest and most inefficient institutions at the expense of the
strongest and most efficient competitors.
‘I’he pdSt decade was one of the most chaotic periods in the financial sector
since the Depression. Rather than use that turmoil as an opportunity to take a
critical look at the industry, Congress has continued its piecemeal approach to
the problem. ‘I‘he legislation passed late last year is designed to combat particular symptoms, not the root causes.
Obviously, banking regulation involves a complex set of issues, hut there are
a few common principles that policymakers should keep in mind. First, any
legislative or regulatory changes must protect the taxpayers and the small
depositors and reduce, rather than increase, the risks they ~XC. ‘I-hat means
taking steps to rc\tore the public’s confidence in the financial scn,ices industry.
Second, the industry must he able to respond to the changing dynamics of
the global economy. 0Jstomcrs are not seeking the same products and services
they did 60 years ago. To compete effectively and provide needed capital,
financial institutions must be free to take advantage of developing markets by
offering a complete array of services, Our regulatory framework must be flexible
enough to allow for this.
Third, we must level the playing field for all financial services providers:
banks. thrifts, and the wide array of nonhank institutions (such as my own
organization) that offer such varied services as commercial lending, leasing, real
estate loans and investment, and credit card operations. ‘I-his nation cannot
afford the inefficiencies and inequities associated with subsidizing one sector.
Yet our present regulation scheme focuses on restricting particular types of
organizations rather than particular types of activities. Only free competition can
eliminate incfficienr and unhealthy providers and guarantee that customers
receive the hcst products and services.
AS policymakers seek to reform the banking sy-stem, they must keep these
three overriding principles in mind. Given this context, several areas emerge as
particularly ready for change.

A NONBANKER’S

PERSPECTIVE

ON

BANKING

REFORM

Avenues for reform
A

fi-

ny e art to reform the financial system must begin with deposit insurance.
The initial rationale for deposit insurance wras simple: to protect the small
depositor and put confidence in the banking system. l~undamentally, this still
makes sense. Over the years, however, the scope of deposit insurance has
ballooned far beyond its initial mandate. ‘I‘his expansion has carried a high price:
It has increased taxpayers’ risk to hundreds of trillions of dollars, and it has
compounded the inefficiencies that arise in a regulated market.
As it stands now, deposit insurance has hccome a universal security blanket.
Federal regulatory agencies protect almost all banks and thrifts. which pay
standard fees regardless of their risk of loss. As a result, weak financial institutions arc free to fond risky investments with fcdcrally insured deposits. ‘I’his is
what caused the huge taxpayer bailout of failed thrifts and banks.
‘I‘he first step in reforming deposit insurance should be to match the cost of
insurance to the risk of loss. In other words, hanks and thrifts that pursue highrisk \-entures should pay correspondingly high premiums for deposit insurance.
‘I-hose that engage in safer practices should bc rewarded with lower premiums.
Kisk-based premiums arc a hallmark of every other kind of insurance; such an
arrangement not only distributes costs mom quitably,
it also provides incentive
to insured participants ro minimize risk.
Deposit insurance reform should also seek to protect the integrity of the
financial system by safeguarding deposits of individuals and small businesses.
Therefore, in addition to maintaining the current limits for coverage-now
$100,000 per account-another
useful step would be to limit individual depositors to one insured account each. ‘I’his would ensure protection for the people
who need it most.
‘I‘hese changes would do much to reduce the risk to taxpayers and depositors. Rut the system still retains an underlying problem: Deposit insurance and
other fcdcral protection-such
as the “too-big-to-fail”
doctrine that ensures
government support of large banks-insulate
banks and thrifts from many of the
market pressures that force responsible behavior.
Those pressures are very real for nonbank institutions. Many of my banker
friends would dcscrihc companies such as mine as deregulated, or even unregulated. The truth is that we are regulated, but in a much different way. Our
regulators are the financial ratings agencies, the Securities and Exchange
Commission, and-most
important-the
private marketplace, upon which we
depend for our funding. W e do not have the luxury of low-cost, federally insured
deposits. M:e must compete in the marketplace for funds from sophisticated
investors, and to do so we must demonstrate that we are acting prudently.
In lsarticular. companies like mine must maintain a certain level of capitalthe amount of money invested in the company by its owners. The higher the
level of capital, the stronger the company’s financial base, and the more readily it
can prntcct itself against failure. ideally, capital should determine what a bank or
financial scrviccs company can do and whether it can continue to operate.
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Market competition already holds nonbank institutions such as mine to very
strict capital standards. Banks and thrifts, however, have no market-based
incentive to maintain high levels of capital because the backing of the government already implies protection for depositors. l3anks and thrifts must meet only
the minimal capital standards set by law.
l’his gives banks and thrifts a distinct competitive advantage over other
financial services providers. While my company, for example, has far more capital
for its size than the average bank, it must pay a much higher rate of interest on
funds than even the weakest banks, which enjoy the protection of deposit
insurance and the ability to borrow from the Federal Reserve.
As long as banks are permitted to operate with significantly lower capital
levels, the risks to the system and the taxpayer will continue to escalate. It is
therefore in the best interest of the government and the taxpayer to ensure that
banks’ capital levels are sufficient to support their activities. The 1991 banking
legislation took some important steps to emphasize capitalization, specifically by
spelling out actions regulators might take against banks with low capital. This is a
good start-but
it is only a start. The existing capitalization standards for banks
and thrifts are too low to offer sufficient protection. Raising these standards
would help ensure the safety of these institutions.
Illtimatcly,
the financial marketplace is the best means of adequately
assessing risk, which leads us to believe that limits on the ways in which insured
funds can be used are necessary. Financial institutions should have the right to
make risky investments, but they and their investors-not
the taxpayersshould bear the risks associated with those investments. ‘Tight restrictions on the
ways insured funds can be invested are essential to avoiding further bailouts. By
enacting such restrictions, Congress would increase the soundness of the
insurance funds and at the same time require banks and thrifts to use money
raised in the marketplace from knowledgeable investors to fund other types of
investment. ‘rhis would allow the market to more effectively measure an
institution’s risk while still funding worthwhile investments. And it would
improve stability and competition throughout the industry.

The next chapter
T here

kinds of reforms-risk-based
insurance premiums, increased capitalization requirements, and restrictions on the USC of insured funds-are
frequently
cited as components of a philosophy of “core” hanking or “narrow*’ banking,
which holds that only a limited range of bank activities should enjoy federal
protection. Many proposals involving such elements are now being debated,
‘l’he general
debate
over banking reform will not be completed any time
soon. In fact, in a constantly evolving market, none of these issues can ever be
completely resolved. But as policymakers seek to make improvements over the
next few years, they must begin by defining the o\ferriding purpose of banking
regulation. ‘l-his should be co safeguard the small depositor while allowing our
economy to grow, supported by a stable financial services industry. If everyone
involved can agree on what we are attempting to achieve, the methods should
become apparent. l
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MAGINE I‘HIS: You get off the plane on the first day of an important
business trip, reach in your pocket for your baggage claim checks, and find
disaster in the form of a check you thought had already been deposited in
your personal bank account back home.
Disaster, because the deposit is needed to cover the automatic withdrawal of
your monthly mortgage payment. Double disaster, because your spouse needs
cash from that account for the household expenses. Triple disaster, because you
have checks drawn against that account that will now bounce.
Fortunately there’s an easy solution. You head for an automated teller
machine in the airport and deposit your check. Instantly, it is credited to your
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account 1,500 miles away, and as if by magic your checks don’t bounce, your
mortgage is covered, and your spouse can go shopping. Progress is wonderful.
There arc half a dozen banks that offer the complete range of banking
services to their customers anywhere in the country. I3ut don’t think about
switching your account. They don’t offer those services in the I ;nited States.
i\;e’re talking about (Ianada.
For the past decade and a half, Canadians have regarded such go-anywheredo-anything banking as normal. Need to pap your utility bills+r
your parking
tickets--half
a continent away from home? I%;0 problem. And no long-distance
charges. Yeed cash from your account? Easy. \Yant to pay your credit card bill
before the monthly interest charges apply.; Jusr find an ATXI.
Maybe we can learn something here. As the U.S. banking system tries to
recover from the savings-and-loan debacle, ma);be we should be looking at the
strengths and advantages of the nationwide system that not only provides
Canadians the kind of banking service we can only envy, but is also so stable that
a bank failure is as rare as a visit from Halley’s comet. In the past five years snme
885 I1.S. banks-about
7 percent of the total-have
failed. The FDIC says
another 200 hanks will close in 1992, and this is a conservative estimate: One
industry analyst predicts that eight banks a week will go under this year. By
contrast, only two Canadian banks have failed in the past 69 years. That period
includes the (Great Depression, during which 9,000 IJ.S. commercial banks
closed their door?. A s>-stem that provides better service for consumers, and
better stability and protection for bankers, is surely worth examining.
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that both the Canadian and the 1J.S. banking systems began with the
same document:
the Charter of the First Bank of the IJnited States, drafted by
Alexander Hamilton. ‘I-hat Charter established a nationwide system of branch
banking that was abandoned in the United States in 1836. In Canada, it continues to flourish.
The United States, with a population of about 260 million, has some 12,000
banks. Canada, with a population one-tenth that size, has six large banks that
control 90 percent of all banking assets in the country. (About 60 smaller
banks-56
of them foreign-owned-control
the remaining 10 percent.) All of
the “Big Six” banks operate from coast to coast, and four of the six each have
more than 1,000 domestic branches. ‘Together, all six serve more than 1,700
communities
through 7,400 branches, and they hold about 34 million personal
savings accounts-a
number greater than the population. (In general, Canadians
save at about twice the rate of Americans.)
This is not to suggest that Canadian banks do not face competition.
They
compete-sometimes
very agggressively- with each other, of course. In addition,
they compete with about 80 trust companies, which act primarily as mortgage
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lenders, and with about 3,000 locally based credit unions. Trust companies have
combined assets totaling about one-quarter of those of the banks, and credit
unions have combined assets equivalent co about 15 percent of the banks’ assets.
By law, the large Canadian banks are widely owned; no single interest can own
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1

more than 10 percent.
In contrast, the banking system in the lrnited States is highly fragmented.
About 12,000 independent banks control about two-thirds of all assets in 1J.S.
depository institutions. The 3,000 thrifts-which
are mainly involved in residential mortgage lending-hold
about 30 percent of IIS. deposits. Credit unions
account for the rest.
It is worth noting that the trend in the United States is toward the Canadian
model+onsolidation
of many smaller banks into a few larger organizations. In
each of the 10 most populous states, the five biggest banking organizations hold
about 60 percent of the assets, In 36 states, the top five organizations have more
than 50 percent. ‘[‘he pace of this consolidation has been increasing.
A structure involving fewer, bigger banks has at least two inherent advantages, both for the banks and for the banks’ customers. First, Canadian banks
have an extensiv-e retail network, which means that the deposit base is very
stable. Their money comes from millions of individuals across the country who
have often dealt with the same bank for a lifetime. This contrasts sharply with
what can be termed “wholesale” funds-money
invested by pension plans,
corporations, and other financial institutions-which
provide the bulk of deposits
for many 1T.s. banks.
Wholesale deposits can evaporate in a matter of hours on the strength of
a rumor. Retail deposits are much less fluid, because a trend would require
millions of individuals-not
just a few institutional investors-to
reach the same
conclusion at the same time on the relative safety of their funds. The effect is
that Canadian banks, both because of their size and because of the widespread
nature of their deposits, are much less vulnerable to “a run on the bank” when
times get tough. ‘I-he same is true of U.S. banks that have extensive retail
deposit networks-which
is to say those banking organizations that have
consolidated many smaller banks into a larger, more widespread entity.
Another advantage lies in spreading the risk inherent in all loans in the
widest possible way. IJ.S. banks, even large banks, are essentially regional in
nature, and their loans tend to be heavily concentrated in the geographical area
they serve. ‘[‘his makes them especially vulnerable to regional economic disturbances. If the economy in ‘l’exas (or New England or Oklahoma, to cite some
recent examples) goes down the drain because oil prices nosedive, banks that
have most of their loans concentrated in the oil patch are going co go broke tooespecially if they depend for the bulk of their deposits on a fickle and unstable
wholesale market. It is significant that the only two Canadian banks to fail in six
decades were the Canadian Commercial Bank and the Northland Bank, both of
which depended heavily on narrow regional lending and wholesale fundingjust like many of the failed banks in the United States.
In addition to having different structures, the two systems differ in regulation
of banks. In Canada, a Superintendent of Financial Institutions oversees the
activities of all the banks, as well as many trust companies and insurance companies. The provinces handle the other trusts and insurance companies, which are
generally smaller and regional in nature. The relationship among regulators is
on the whole marked by a willingness to consult and cooperate. In turn, their
approach to the institutions they regulate is straightforward and characterized by
open communications, consultation, and pragmatic problem-solving.
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By contrast, in the LJnited States, federal and state regulators often overlap
and compete with one another. The system is cumbersome, adversarial-and
expensive. ‘l‘he consumer ultimately pays the costs of unnecessary paperwork
and inefficiency.
Without denigrating the quality of regulatory Staff in this
country, I think it is fair to say there is a limited pool of people who have the
knowledge and the experience necessary to carry out these functions. A smaller,
more efficient system would ensure that demand for qualified regulators does
not outstrip supply.
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usually offered against the kind of nationwide branch banking
system Canadians enjoy revolve around the concentration of power in the hands
of a few bankers and the benefits to consumers of strong competition.
Six banks
with 90 percent of a11banking assets sounds suspiciously like a cartel.
A generation ago there may have been some justification for that argument.
For many years, all (Canadian hanks operated on a comfortable schedule that
allowed their customers to do any kind of banking they wanted-as
long as
they did it in their own branch, between 10 a.m. and 3 p.m., Monday to Friday.
Cashing a check anywhere except in the branch that held your account was a
Kafkaesque adventure: first proving your identity to the satisfaction of a suspicious teller, then waiting for t&phone
confirmarion of the status of your
account, and finally paying a fee for this “service.” And Canadian folklore used
to be filled with the misadventures of unlucky customers who missed the hank
by one minute on h’riday afternoon and spent the weekend learning the lessons
of poverty first-hand.
But that was in the age of steam. Nowadays, Canadians anywhere in the
country-and
in many cases, outside the country-have
virtually complete
access to the full range of banking services from any branch of their own bank
and from a network of ATLls that have become as ubiquitous as convenience
stores or gas stations, w-hich is where many of them are located.
There are two reasons for the revolution in customer service that has occurred in the last decade and a half. The first was increased competition for
deposits from trust companies and other institutions that demonstrated the
importance of providing service at the time and place most convenient to the
customer. ‘I ‘he second was the rapid spread of improved computer technology;
the larger Canadian banks had both the size to finance the expensive acquisition
of the tcchnolo&T and the economies of scale to benefit from it.
The structure of the Canadian banking system simplified the adoption of
that technology. \Vith six large hanks dominating the system, cooperation on
technical standards is relatively easy to achieve. For example, national standards
have already been adopted to enable merchants to debit customers’ bank
accounts for purchases, and plans are already well advanced for the introduction
of electronic data interchange and, eventually, image processing. The same
technologies are available to L.S. hanks, but the fragmented nature of the U.S.
industry will slow their adoption.
From the consumer’s perspective, the effect of better technology is to
improve banking service, For example, Canadian consumers would stare in
horror at the thought that a bank could not clear an out-of-state check in less
than five business days-the
normal period in most parts of the LJnited States.
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Canadians expect their checks to be credited to their accounts on the day of
deposit, and almost all are.
From the bank’s viewpoint, the effect of better technology is to reduce costs
and increase profit margins. It is no accident that at a time when many U.S.
banks are struggling to stay afloat, Canadian banks are reporting substantial
profits, even in the middle of a recession that is more severe than the economic
downturn in the I!nited States. Simply put, the Canadian banks are in a much
better position both to serve their customers and to survive+r
in some cases
thrive-in
hard times.
As for the clucstion of competition, there is at least some merit in the view
that the II.2 banking industry is overcompetitive.
When too many banks chase
too little business, some of those banks do things that are unwise in the hope of
attracting new customers.
One example is mortgage lending. 1 recently saw an advertisement for a
small local bank that was offering residential mortgages with a fixed interest rate
and a 40-year term. That’s a great deal for the consumer, but potentially disdstrous for the hank, which is in the dangerous position of borrowing short and
lending long. If interest rates fall substantially, smart consumers will refinance
that mortgage through another institution; if interest rates rise, they will stick the
hank with the loss for the next four decades. Either way, the customer can’t lose.
‘I’he problem is that the hank can’t win, and the banking system can’t work if the
banks don’t win, too.
Responding to a somewhat similar situation, banks in Canada reformed their
mortgage lending practices back in the late 19bOs. 1,oans are amortized over
20 to 2.5 years, but mortgages arc renewed-and
interest rates renegotiatedgenerally for terms of six months to five years, which allows mortgages to be
matched by fixed-term deposits locked in for the same period. The mismatch
between loans and deposits is eliminated, and with it most of the risk involved in
long-term lending. In addition, most Canadian banks carry every mortgage on
the branch hooks, rather than in a central pool, which makes branch managers
live with their own bad decisions and does wonders in developing a sense of
prudence and caution among lenders.
Ranks in the llnited States have responded to the problem by creating pools
of mortgage-hacked securities and selling those instruments to investors. That
mitigated the risk of interest-rate swings, but it did so by passing the risk along
to investors. The bank’s bad mortgage decisions became the investors’ had
investment decisions when they bought part of the mortgage portfolio. ‘I’he
hank that was relieved of the risk was also relieved of the responsibility for
making good decisions, and one of the results was the kind of imprudence that
led to the savings-and-loan disaster.
It seems axiomatic to me that the first responsibility of a bank-and
the most
important service it offers to its customers-is
to avoid going broke, It is very
nice to he able to access your account as easily- from Austin as from Albany. It
is very helpful to he able to deal with the same bank, with the same lending
practices and the same banking products and services, anywhere in the country.
Clearing checks in the same da): is wonderful. Rut as a consumer, the essential
requirement 1 have of a bank is the assurance that it will still be in business next
year, and hopefully next decade.
Canadians have that assurance. Many Americans don’t. I can’t think of a
stronger argument for a structural reform of the U.S. banking system, one that
would adopt some of the measures our Canadian cousins borrowed from
Alexander Hamilton more than 150 years ago, l
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~~DGISC; b ROM I‘I~I-C headlines, abuse is
rampant in the Stafford Student Loan
Program. News stories tell of students who
fraudulently obtain loans, of profit-making
trade
schools that rake students’ loan money and fail to
provide an education in return, and of banks that
lend to “students” who don’t even exist. Other
abuses are less flagrant but more common: Parents
bend the truth on loan applications; school financial
aid officers approve more loan requests than
government regulations allow; banks do not pursue
delinquent borrowers. But regardless of who
perpetrates the abuse or how blatant the violation,
it is inevitably the federal government-which
backs, or “guarantees,” student loans-that
shoulders the financial responsibility.
‘l’he Stafford program, founded in 196.5 as the
(;uaranteed Student Loan Program, has accomplished its primd~
objective of providing loans to
eligible student borrowers. Some 4.5 percent of all
financial aid to students in the 1990-91 school year
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was through federally guaranteed scudent loans,
and few complaints arise about access to loan
funds. But the large, decentralized arrangement
through which so much money flows is hard to
manage and monitor. In general, the federal
government lacks the means to spot and correct
either outright fraud or unintentional
misuse. In
late 1989, C;AO identitkd
the Stafford program as
one of 14 major federal programs at “high risk” of
fraud, abuse, and mismanagement.’
‘I’he financial risk involved in the Stafford
program reflects in part irs phenomenal growth.
Over the course of the 1980s the annual amount of
new loans under this program increased two and a
half times-from
$4.8 billion in fiscal year 19X0 to
$12.3 billion in fiscal year 1991. But defaults have
grown at a far greater rate, multiplying
tenfold in
the same period-from
$239 million in 1980 to
$3.6 billion in 1991. Of the $52.6 billion in Stafford
loans outstanding as of September 30, 19Yl. some
$12.3 billion worth was in default, according to the
Department of Education (DOE), which administers the program.’
Although these problems have been well
documented and publicized, changes have been
slow to come, and not all of them have improved
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the situation. As Congress prepares to reauthorize
the act under which the Stafford program operates,
policymakers face a choice: to take more determined steps to fix the current arrangemcnr, or to
revise the program completely.

How the program
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Ed ucacion ,4ct of 1965 provided two
major types of aid to postsecondary students:
grants for students from low-income families, and
subsidized loans for students from middle-income
families. EventualI-)-, as college costs skyrocketed
and the federal budget tightened, both types of aid
shifted mostly to low-income students.
Most students seeking aid apply first for Pell
grants, which gave more than $4 billion to 3 million
students in the 1990-91 school year. But Pell grants
are limited in size, and they apply only to tuition
and fees. Students who cannot get Pell grants, or
whose grants don’t go far enough, may then turn to
federal loans.
The Stafford program, the main source of
federal assistance for postsecondary students,
includes four kinds of guaranteed loans. The most
popular by far is the federally subsidized Stafford
loan. By all measures, a Stafford loan is a good deal
for students. many of whom would have no hope of
obtaining a commercial loan. Interest is normally
paid at below-market rates. The gobcrnment pays
the interest while the borrower is in school and
during certain grace and deferment periods. (‘T’hcsc
payments constitute the “subsidy” unique to the
Stafford loan.) The loans are also guaranteed; that
is, the government promises to cover the d&t if
the borrower does not.
To ensure open access, the governmcnc places
few restrictions on borrowers. Students must be
citizens or permanent resident aliens. ‘I’hey must
meet certain standards for income and need. ‘I’hey
must be unrolled at least half-time in an institution
approved by DOE. And they must maintain
“sacisfactory progress,” as defined by the school.
Of the $12.3 billion in student loans the
Stafford program provided during fiscal year 199 1.
$9.6 billion came in the form of Stafford loans,
according to I)oE. ‘I’he outright cost to the government wa% far less, however, because student loan

money does not come directly from government
coffers. Loan capital comes from private lendcrstypically commercial institutions such as banks,
savings and loans. and credit unions. Federal
funding, which totaled about $4.6 billion in fiscal
1991, mosdy wcnr to cover administrative costs,
subsidies, and payoffs of defaulted Ioans.
Each lender makes and holds Lodns with a
guarantee from a guaranty agency, an entity
designated by the stLite to administer the program
for DDE. W h e n a borrower fails to make payments,
and lenders cannot collect after following specified
procedures over a certain time period--or if the
borrower is dead, disabled, or bankrupt-the
guaranty agency pays the lender’s default claim.
The agency, in turn, takes responsibility for
collecting the money owed.
DOE normally reimburses the guaranty agency
for the full amount of the default claim through an
arrangement called reinsurance. Even after the
government has paid off the defaulted loan, the
guaranty agency continues to pursue the delinquent borrower. If the agency eventually manages
co collect any money from the horrom-cr, the agency
keeps 30 percent of the payment and sends the rest
co the government.
The Stafford program also offers two loans for
people who fail the income-and-need test but meet
certain other conditions. Supplemental Loans for
Students (SLS) typically go to independent and
graduate students, and Parents Loans for Undergraduate Students (PLI6) go to parents of undergraduate students. ‘I‘hese arc generally not subsidized-that
is, the government does not pay the
interest while the students are still in school-but
both types of loans arc guaranteed against default,
disability, or bankruptcy. A fourth kind of loan-a
consolidated loan-allows
borrowers with total
student loan dcht over $5,000 to refinance that
debt into one loan.

Where the problems
I n general,

lie

all three loans are easy for borrowers to
obtain and carry little risk for lenders. Still, the
system is hardly user-friendly; its complexity
frustrates students, schools, and lenders alike. For
example, while the government sets eligibility
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requirements, each lender may have its own
application procedures. And although lenders
follow federal requirements in handling loans, each
carries out choyc operations in its own way.
Also, a lender mighr sell loans it holds to a
secondarymarket
lender, such as the Student I,oan
Marketing Association (Sallie Mac), the largest
holder of student loans.’ Or it might contract with
a third party to service and collect the loan. Such
arrangements easil>- confuse students, who may be
dunned after sending payments to the wrong place.
[Llcanwhile, I)oE must srrugglc to keep track of
47 guaranty agencies, 8,500 lenders. 7,000 schools,
millions of borrowers, and billions of dollars
parceled out into small units. Ilob? must rely on
other entities to record and control the generally
small dollar transactions involved in each of those
Iryans. Overall, the Stafford program is a management nightmare.
Such a complicated operation is vulnerable to
mistakes and misuse. And in fact, GAO, congrcssional investigators, and LM-C’s Office of Inspector
General {OIG) have documented improper practices by all parties in the loan process-students,
schools, lenders, guaranty agencies, and I)oE
itself. In most casts, GAO and others have also
proposed steps to remedy these problems.

High-risk

student

horrowers

By its very nature, rhe Stafford program is susoeptihle to financial risk. Because the poinr of the
program is to give low-income students easy access
to funds, many of the loans go to people normally
considered bad credit risks. The law generally
makes Stafford loans available tw eligihlc students
regardless of their financial cxperiencc or credit
history, unless they are already in default on
another student loan.
In accordance w-ith this polic>-, lenders are not
required to make credit checks of loan applicants
under age 21. (‘l-he bImergcncy linemploymcnt
Compensation Act, enacted in 1991, calls for credit
checks of applicants age 21 or older.) Applications
require littlc documentation and undergo minimal
scrutiny. T,cnders rely primarily on students’
statements that their forms arc truthful and on
schools’ assurances that loan applicants are enrolled
in qualifying programs.
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‘I’his leniency lcaves the program open to
ahuse-both
unintentional and intentional. Some
applicants simply make mistakes in filling out the
forms. Some, hoping to obtain as much financial aid
as possible, understate their income or exaggerate
the number of their dependents. Some misrepresent their dependency on their parents in order to
qualify for subsidized Stafford loans rather than
having to settle for PI,LrS or SI,S loans.
A few people go much further. one borrower
fraudulently obtained more than $lOl,.500 in
student aid by using different names and Social
Security numbers, lying on loan applications, and
forging the signatures of school officials. He was
sentenced by a II.!+. district court in Arizona to two
years in prison and ordered to repay the money.
Another borrower was convicted bp a I :.S. district
court in ~~assachusctts of failing to disclose on
seven loan applications that he had defaulted on an
earlier loan. He was sentenced to four years of
probation and ordered to pay $SS,OOOrestitution.
Still, cases of deliberate fraud by borrowers are
relatively uncommon. ‘The real problem inherent
in the program’s acceptance of high-risk borrowers
is the resulting high rate of default. \Vhile defaults
have risen steadily since the program’s inception,
the problem became worst after various changes in
the 1970s loosened the program’s criteria. Of
particular imporpance was the Middle Income
Student Assistance Act of 1978, which eliminated
the financial-need tc$t and made many more
students eligible for subsidized loans.
Another factor was 1972 legislation that
provided access to Stafford loans for some previously ineligible students attending proprietary
schools (profit-making
trade and technical schools).
Specifically, a student who did not have a high
school diploma-the
accepted key to collegecould receive a Stafford loan if he or she had a
GED (general educational development) certificate or if a school official judged that the student
had an “ability to benefit” from a particular
educational program. With this change, the volume
of Stafford loans rose sharply. So did federal
subsidy costs. And so did the rate-and the dollar
total-of
defaulted loans.
While proprietary school students account for
33 percent of Stafford loans, they are responsible
for 48 percent of defaulted loans. In a 1988 study
of more than 1 million students who received loans
in 1983, GAO found that 18 percent had defaulted
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ly the end of 10X7. Hut horro~vers who attended
proprietary schools dchultcd at a rate 0f.3.5
percent, roughly twice the werall utt3 and three
rimes the rate of students in two-year or four-year
c~llcges.~ IMaults were also disproportionately
high among students who attended sch<rol one year
or less, came from t:dmilies with low income, or
\vere “independent” (that is, not rcceking financial
assistance from a parent).
Early; in 19X1, Congress reinstated ;I financialriced test for Stafford loans, but it retained the
provisions regarding proprie~drv-schoc,I students.
Although (bngress has considered several pmposals to eliminate access to loans for students \vithwt
a high school diploma-particularly
those \vho Ml
under the “abilit\!-tr)-bcncfic”
clause-these
students remain eligible.
‘1‘0 address the problem of the high det’~ult rate
among students who drop out before graduation,
(A0 has recommended that the six-month grace
period on repayment-now
given to virtually all
students bvhcn they leave school--be eliminated
for those who do not complete their programs. ‘I’his
would cncourdgt: borrowers to continue their
studies and, in tlJcn, might help reduce defauki

h 1988, GAO examined
morethan2&oQlomJ
awountv at 16 lenders and
found that 18 percent were
inermrorindqmte~
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Dishonest

school officials

While it is obvious that propriccar)-school students
are a chief wurce of defaults, anecdotal evidence
suggests that much of the blame lies not kvith these
students, hut with some of their schools. Somchut not all-proprietary
schools have been accused
of hcnding eligibility rules to g:et access to loan
funds, persuading stiidcnts to borrow large
amounts, and rrperating scdms.
‘I’hc media have publicized scrmc of the more
sensational c3scs. For example, NRC’s “Kxpose”
news show reported on March 10, 1491. that some
“students” at one trade school wcrc homeless or
unemployed: some could harely read or write.
‘l’hey did not attend classes, and they did not

realize that the): had signed loan agreements that
required them to repay the money borrtwcd with
interest. On that show, Congressman Bart Gordon
()f’I’cnnessce went “under cover” to meet with a
school financial aid officer. While a hidden c’dmerd
recorded the comwsation, the official told Gordon
that it ~3s easy to get a Stafford loan and that hc
need nut worry about repaying it. Additional
reports have told of other schools that collected
students’ loan money and then closed their doors,
Icaving students with outstanding loans, no
training. and no refund.
Much of 01~;‘s work has centered on identifying abuses by proprictar)’ schools. A recent report
descrihcs several schotrls that violated fcder’dl
eligibility requirements, especially rhe ahilit)--tnhen&it rule. One school in K‘ew York acquired
$1.7 million in fcdcrdl student aid through inchgiblc students. At eight proprictar?; schools, OlG
found that students who dropped out of school did
not receive refunds of their tuition, which totaled
more than $5.3 million. OlG alstr reported that
some programs were not long enough to he eligible
for federal student aid.”
Ckqgress has taken some steps to prevent such
ahuses. Since July 1991, schools have heen subject
to penalty if their students d&ult
at high rates.
Schools whose default rates exceed specified levels
for three years running may be barred from federal
student aid programs. Also. schools arc now
required to counsel student borrowers who leave
school about their responsibilities to repay their
loans and the consequences of defaulting.
‘l’his is a good start, hut more could be done. In
Scpremher 1991, GAO identified six requirements,
already in LJX by some sutes. that Ikk could USC
to strengthen its school certification procedures.
l;or example, IIoE could review schools’ pcrformance in such arcas as course completion and joh
placement. It could approve newly pdrticiydting
schools on a conditional or temporary basis. And
it could require independent audits of school
financial reports.’
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Negligent

Ciuaranty agencies were
denigued to operate zw
*nts
of the federal
government.
Rut CL40
has reported that some
#paranty ugencies do not
work a@rclssively to
prevent defaults.

lenders

‘l’he IIcpartmcnt
of Education depends on lenders
to document lonn disbursements and payments and
to bill the govcrnmcnt for intcrest subsidies. While
most lenders hwc reliahlc systems for accounting
and managemcm, others lack the neccssar);
controls. In lYX8, G.40 esamincd mnrc than 2J)OO
loan awounts at 16 lendcrs with large loan volume
of the accounts ~veru in
and found thar 18 percent
error or inadccluatell; documented. GX> estimated
that in rho three months covered by its audit, IIoF
oveq-,aid the lh lenders at least $1.8 million.”
Although (;;I(> did not attribute these o\crpayments to fraud. other lenders ha\~e hecn comicted
of illcgsl practiuc5. I:or fzx;u-nple. in one of the
largest student loan fraud schema ever disctnwed.
t;lorida Federal Savings and Loan Association
officials wxre found guilty in IWO of submitting
more than 17,000 fraudulent claims for $3.5 million
in defwlted student loans. ‘l’he bank’s vice
president ~3s convicted of conspiracy, perjurv,
mail fraud. and theft of government funds and
sentcnced to four years in prison.
Another Icndcr, First lndependenc ‘I’rusc
Company of Sacramento, (Xfornia,
was the
suhjcct of a 1YYO IX)
report on its questionable
student loan practices. Ac 1990 hearings on abuses
in the Stafford program, the Senate Permanent
Suhwmmittee
on Investigations. of the (:ommittce
on Guvcrnmental Affairs, referred to GAO’s report
in charging That the wsc company- failed to pq the
government more than $18 million in fcei; lenders
arc required to coltcct from student borrowers and
that it also fraudulently made loans to Ficriritrus
students. ‘I’hc case is stilt under investigation,
and
litigation is pending.”
(;A() has made several
rccr)Illmendations
ttr
tighten the practices tenders use in making,
servicing, and collecting guaranteed student loans.
Srunc, such as stricter collection srandards, have
been adopted. I” Others have yet to bc put in

place-for
instance, assessing penalties against
lenders who inapproprixely
bill the government
for intercsc subsidy payments.

Unreliable

guaranty

agencies

‘I’he Icgislation that created the Guaranteed
Student Loan Program c&cd for establishing
guaranty agencies to ease the burden on [&)l+:,
which had not been managing existing loan
programs efficient]) by itself. ‘I’he agencies were
designed to operate as agents of the fedeK4
government and to bring the loan program closer to
students, schools. and lenders.
Each state and territory, as well ;IS the IXstrict
of Columbia, dcsignares an agency to guxantcc
loans involving state rcsidents or schools in the
state. Some stales. cager to make student loans
accessible to their residents, seized the opportunity
to establish guaranty agencies themselves. Other
states passed the function to private nonprofit
agencies. Independent agencies and some St;ltcestablished ones may operate across state lines.
‘l’he lYY0 insolvency of the Higher Education
Assistance Foundation (HEAF) demonsrrared that
the system of guaranty agencies is not failsafe. In
the lY8Os, HEAl:---then
the largest guaranty
agency--guaranteed
;1 large number of loans to
proprietary-schoot students, many of whom
eventually defaulted. Ixnders began filing hillitrns
of dollars in &jms, and HEAl: did not ha\;e the
funds to pay them all.
Although the government is under no legal
agencies,
DOE:requirement to bail out guaranty
fearing that the loan progrdm’s credibility wds ac
stake-is paying off outstanding claims as loans
default. ‘I-he Department estimated that its action
would cost no more than $30 million. CX),
however, calculated that full payment of default
claims for all the Iwans H&It; guaranteed would
most likely cost the government between $175
million and $200 million more.” ‘I’his is proving to
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Tbe Department of
Fkhwation’ti adminif3traGon
of the loan pro&mu has
been critici2zd almost from
its inception. The most
conspi~wu~

troublen

involve ztccounw
and
iuhmation
management

hc the case: in ;‘lpril 1992. GAO estimated that
1991, JMl invurrcd
through the end of Scprernbcr
mure than $17.5 million in additional costs from
defaulted HE:AF-guaranteed
loans, with more
claims continuing to come in.
11 E:RF’s cast is an extreme example. Hut (iA0
and (>I(; have documented other problems 1%ith
guaranty agencies. One concern is pour rccordkeeping. According to OIG, one agency Gled to
properly document that it complied with fcdcral
requircmenth in attcrnpting to collect on loans
obtained after paying lenders’ defaulr claims. ‘I’hc
agency cvcntuall> repaid the government $7hl,OOO
it inappropria~cl) received on the loans. (;A() has
also reported that some agencies do not cvork
a,qgrcssi\zly to prevent borrowers from d&ulting,
SLICthrough administrarivc
or legal channclx to
collect dcfaultcd loans, or send defaulted lows to
DOE for further collection attempts.”
G.40 has made many recommendations
for
strengthening rhe guaranty agencies’ operations. At
I&40’s suggestion, (:ongress has agreed to continue
the IRS income Iax offset, which enables the
government to collect unpaid debt from defaulted
borroucrs income tax refunds, (;A() also has
recommended that J)oE: tighten deadlines for
guaranty agencies to submit the governmcnt’a
chart of collections, and that Iloll recci\ c a share of
all default payments, including any collection costs.
Such changes have ken proposed but have yet to
bc made final.

Inadequate

government

oversight

‘I‘hc Education Department’s administration ofthc
Stafford program has hcen criticized almost from
its inception. hlost recently, a joint task force of
JX)E and the Off& of hlanagement and Budget
reviewed 13)E’s entire student aid operation.
listing concerns and recommendations
at length in
a 1991 report.” GAO, OIC;, and others had raised
many of the same issues in the past. Charges range
from inadcquatc staff training to poor oversight of
lenders, schools, and guaranty agencies. but
perhaps the most conspicuous troubler arc rhose
in accounting and infnrmation management.
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For example, the program’s records are in such
poor wndition that GAO has been unable to audit
the student loan fund since its inception in 19h.j.
Roth GM> and 0 tG have attempted over the years
to work with I)ol< to clean up its words so an
audit could bc conducted. Rut DOE has );CCto
prepare accurate financial statements, and an audit
wilt not bc done until at least late 19%.
Another obvious problem is I>oE’s tack of an
on-line computer system for monitoring horrowrs’
loan activities. ‘l‘hc guaranq agencies submit
loan data electronically to J)oE once a year. ‘l-he
information is then stored in a database nicknamed
the Yapc dump.” ‘I’his mass of’unverified,
wmetimcs
incomplete records is the only national
database trn the Stafford program.
Because no one routinely cross-checks applications against current records, loans are sometimes
made to borrowers who have d&ultcd
on earlier
student loans or whose debt totals have alread?
reached federal limits. GAO cscimates that more
than $109 million in new loans have been made to
32,000 defaulted borrowers over the years. Subsidies alone on thwc loans could cost the govcrnment up to $65 million.”
Congress has authorized
DoF: to develop a computer system that should
give I>oE, guaranty agencies, and lenders access to
up-to-date information. but the system will not hc
in place until the end of 1993 or later.

Simplifying
the
Stafford program
Congress could cut down on the u’aste and error in
the Stafford program if it acted on the many
existing recommendations
for change. Still, most
of these suggestions involve only minor adjustments to current procedures. Such tinkering would
do little to address one of the program’s chief
flaws-its
complexity. Congress should not ignore
the possibility of strengthening the loan program
by simplifying it.
‘rwo approaches stand out as particularly
promising: reducing the number of lenders and
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guaranty agencies participating in the program, and
changing the guaranty agencies’ role. Ncithcr of
these strategies would prove popular with the
institutions it seeks tn restrict. But both would help
simplify the program and, most likely, make it less
vulnerable to abiisc.

to say, neither lenders nor guaranty agencies wnuld
welcome a move to reduce the number of participants. Still, Congress may wish to consider whether
such a change might improve the program.

Changing
Eliminating

bLNeighborhood”
and aat&amd
ageIlcl~

mayhavc

lenders
@ammy
oudlved

their-totheloan

prxgram. Formethin&
accesstothepr@ramno
longerdependsonthe
prewnw of local lenders.

participants

‘I’hc program’s dependence on a large number
of lcndcrs and guaranty agencies reflects early
concerns ahnut access to loans. Previous student
Lan programs had not worked well partly because
students, lenders, and schools all had to deal
directly with the federal bureaucracy. In designing
the Stafford program, legislators hoped to avoid this
problem tq using “neighborhood” lenders and
state-based guaranty agencies.
But this decentralized arrangement may have
outlived its usefulness. For nne thing, access to
loans no longer depends on the presence of local
lenders. Students today can apply for a Stafford
loan without cvcr cntcring a bank. Some lenders
provide schools with loan application forms, Lvhich
students complete and submit to banks through
school financial aid offices. These practices, along
with the advances of electronic banking, have
made it common for students to rcccivc loans from
out-of-state institutions.
Similarly, there is little need today for guaranty
agencies to operate on a state-by-state basis. Plenty
of examples illustrate that guaranty agency functions can be performed satisfactorily across state
lines. HEAI.“s failure did not reflect inefficiency;
before it went insolvent, HE:AF was the designated
guarantor for five sratcs and the District of (Mumbia. Another major guaranty agency, I [nited
Studenr Xid Funds, is the designated guarantor for
three states and the Pacific Islands. Other state
agencies are expanding into other states to stay
competitive. Such examples raise the issue of
whether there is still any need for every state to
designatc its own agency.
‘I’he large number of intermediaries may no
longer he necessary to ensure access, and they are
without doubt a burden on the program. Needless

guaranty

agencies’ role

A second proposal for simplifying the loan program
would hc to reduce the role of the guaranty
agencies. Specifically, DOE could take over
responsibility for default collection, leaving the
guaranty agencies to focus on default prevention.
I.nder the present arrangement, guaranty
agencies do not pass along the loans to the govcrnment cvcn after the government has paid them off.
Instead, the guaranty agencies continue to pursue
d&ultcd
borrowers. ‘I’his activity provides much
of the agencies’ income, as the agencies repdin 30
percent of any funds they eventually collect.
Another role of the agencies is to help keep
defaults from occurring in the first place. tlowever,
the +gencics receive little compensation for
preventing defaults. yl’ypically, a lender alerts a
guaranty agency when a loan is 60 to 90 day
overdue, and the agency provides the lender
“preclaims assistance” in locating rhe delinquent
horrowcr and encouraging payment. IIoE and the
guaranty agencies believe that preclaims assistance
does help prevent defaults. Still, the only benefit
guaranty agencies might enjoy from reduced
defaults is to avoid a small penalty I)oE exacts
from agencies with high defdult claims. In other
words, the incentive fur agencies to prevent
defaults is minimal compared to the potential
reward from collecting defaulted loans.
A 30 percent commission might seem a
reasonable fee for the government to pay agencies
for recovering funds already given up for lost. Yet
the government may have more tools for collections than the agencies do. Since 19X6, the government has had the power to recoup funds from
defaulted borrowers by seizing their income tax
refunds. But this can happen only if the guaranty
agencies assign defaulted loans to DoF: for collection. As things stand now, agencies arc not required
to ask for the government’s help, and the!; have no
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monet;lry incentiw to do so, because the): receii c
no part of any money the government collects.
If agencies were compelled to relinquish
custody of defaulted loans when the go\ ernmcnt
pay-s the loans off, the agencies would no longer
have either the responsibility or the reward for
collecting defaults. Rut reimbursing the agcncics
for successful default prevention efforts would
keep them soI\ en t and help reduce the
government’s exposure to dcfaultc. ‘I‘his shift
might encourage agencies to work more closely
with Icnders to prevent dcf’aults.

Considering

A

direct loan pr*ram
WouldrequiFeneither
lenti
nor j$lamlq
tlffencia Theirfnmtiom
wddhecanifdouthythe
I)enartment of-on
and the schok
-1
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the alternative

As policymakers consider various recommcndations-major
and minor-they
must also address
rrnc r)\:erriding question: (Ian the Stafford program
be fixed? Or is there a hctter way to provide
financial aid to students!
Some in (:ongrcss have suggcstcd that a \iahlc
alternative might lit in direct lwdns. A direct loan,
as its name implies, \+tould be made directly from
the federal government to the student borrower. A
direct loan program would require neither lcndcrs
nor guaranty agencies. ‘l’hcir functions would kc
carried out by IIoK and the schools.
\Vith direct lending. the lnan procew would he
substantially simpler. IIoE: would transfer Iwan
funds electronically to schools, which would credit
students’ accounts accordingly. (Such a procedure
is already in USCfor Pell grants.) Schools wo~~ld
prepare a promissory note in the borrower’s name,
obtain the Iwrrower’s signature, and send the note
to a central service center managed by a IIoK
contractor. ‘l’here would be no need co generate,
deliver. or endorse checks or to complete most of
the paperwork lenders now require.
As students obcaincd additional loans OVCTthe
course of their schooling, the loans WOLIL~ he added
together automatically. As a result. each student
leaving school \+ould have a single, consolidated
dcht for all money borrowed. Students would not

have to deal with different lenders, and the note
holder would never change. Nor would students
need to go through a scparace process to consulidate their loans, as they now do. IIefaulted loans
would remain at l)otC’s service center: without
lenders or guaranty agenciw, there would no longer
hc a need for default claims and payments.
I)ol+I has tried direct loans heforc. ‘I’he E‘cderally Insured Student I,oan (FISI,) program failed
both hecallsc it CI;IStoo far rcmoveci from students
and schools and hocausc Idol’: could not administer
such a large operation. ‘I‘he Stafford program wa$
designed to o\wcome these obstacles, and in part,
it has succeeded: Students no\c hact: easier access
to Iwans. Rut the dcccntraliyed arrangement that
made this possihlc may no longer he necessary, and
it has it? own problems. Perhaps direct loans
deserve another chance.
Supporters of direct loans, including many in
the education community. point out that direct
lending would not only hc simpler, it could also
save fcdcral money by eliminating interest subsidies, streamlining administration, and possibly
reducing abuse. And hec~use lenders now operdting in the Stafford program could bid on contracts
for servicing direct loans, the government could
choose the ones with the most cfficicnt operations.
I-rum a budget standpoint, direct loans appcared for many years to hc more costly than
Stafford loans. ‘I‘hen the Fcdcrdl (Credit Reform
Act of 1990 changed the way in which guaranteed
loans are counted in the fcdcral budget. Before
credit reform. the Stafford program’s chief costs
in a given year wcrc intcrcst suhsidics and loan
defaults that occurred in that year. IIirecc loans
would have called for a much higher initial cost
in the outlay of loan principal; defaults and repayments would have been counted later, in the years
they occurred. ‘Thcrcfore, the Stafford program
appeared to put less strain on the budget.
b’ith credit reform, the t~vo programs can be
cumparcd on an equal footing. Now, the budgetary
cost for cithcr program is figured as the net value of
all its custs. ‘I’he Stafford program’s Cost is the
discounted vnluc of/rll intcrcst subsidy and dcfidult
costs-not just this year’s. A direct loan progrdm’s
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The real qlnxdion facing
pohymalcels is Alether a
&an&z

to a new
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would be a better feded
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cost wor~ld he the initial outlay less anticipated
payments. GAO estimates that a direct loan
program proposed by the National Association of
Scatc I.niversit~; and I,and Grant (Mcges ~.otlld
save the government about $1 billion on one year’s
loans, compared to the Stafford program.‘i
‘I‘hc direct loan concept is not without its
critics-in
particular, commercial lenders and
guaranty agencies, as well as Idol< itself, which has
gone on record a\ opposing the idea. One conccm
is an incrcasc in fcdcral d&t. Credit reform permits
a more cquitablc comparison hetucen the programs, hut direct lodns would still involve the
additional court to the federal govcrnmcnt trr borrow
the funds to support direct lending. According to
the (1ongressitrnal Kuearch Scrvicc, the administration believes that such borrowing would add
$200 billion to $301) billion to the national debt
over a Z-year period. and repayments wo~1Ic1 cake
longer to of&t this debt.“’
Another issue is the administrative burden on
I)oti and the xhools. Although DOE: w-cruld no
longer have to monitor lenders and guarant?
agcncics. it would have new responsibilities, and it
w-ould need to rwzrhaul its procedures and staffing
to meet them. ‘l’he adminisrrdtive costs of a new
system, and the transition, are unknown. Schools
would need to prepare promissory notes, and some
would have to establish procedures for making
loans. Still, many schools already have such systems
in place, particularly those in the I’erkins program
(a government-sponsored
program under which
schools make loans) and those that alreadv act as
“institutional”
lenders in the Stafford program.
‘I‘hc Higher Education Act, which includes the
Stafford program, is up for reauthorization now:.
13ills in both the HOKX and Senate incorporutc
changes meant to uvc money and simplify the loan
process, and the House bill contains a proposal for
direct loans. .A compromise is still tmder discussion.
hleanwhile, a proposal tu test direct lending-part
of the 1 louse hill&could
he effective by July 1.
1994. Such a test could demonstrate any opcrational problems of a direct loan program and cithcr
! erify or settle critics’ concerns.
In any use. as (Congress considers reauthorizing

the Higher Education Act, policymakers have an
opportunity to substantially improve the federal
financial aid program. In doing so, they will riced to
decide whether to put their efforts into changing to
a new loan system or trying to fix the existing
Stafford program. l
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FOODSAFETY
A PATCHWORK
Sy
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'I'HA'I‘THE
2%
millinn people in
the IJnited States eat three meals a day.
That means the nation’s food safety
policies directly affect Americans nearly 273 ~~I%o?z
times a year-not
including snacks.
‘I’hese policies have generally served us well.
Food is relatively cheap, plentiful, and wholesome.
In fact, the lJnited States has generally been
thought to have the safest food supply in the world.
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But perhaps it is not safe enough. Every year,
ennugh contaminated food falls through the safety
net to kill at least 9,100 Americans and make at
least 6.5 million others sick, according to resedrchers from the Centers for Disease Control (CDC).’
And that’s only acute illness; the extent of longterm disease related to food is unknown. In
addition, the social costs of food-borne illness, such
as medical expenses and lost productivity, are
sizable, estimated to reach between $4 billion and
$8 billion annually.’
‘I‘he problem is not simply that individual
food safety laws are not achieving what they were

ME FOOD SAFETY SYSTEM

designed to achieve. Rather, it is that most of these
policies were created one by one to address specific
problems, not in concert to achieve consistent,
broad-based goals. Viewed in its entirety. the
existing regulatory structure is inefficient, cumbersome, and costly.
More important, it has not kept up with today’s
needs and concerns. Changes in scientific and
medical knowledge, trade and technolob?;, and
consumer demographics and behavior have
expanded the definition of “safe food” in ways that
were never envisioned when the policies were

created. In turn, the public has begun to raise
legitimate qucsrions about the government’s ability
to ensure the safest possible food supply.
Many Americans have begun to realize that
their outdated food safety system is not giving
them their money’s worth, and the last two decades
have seen many calls for reform. But the government must do more than simply improve existing
programs. Rather, policymakers need to rethink the
nation’s overall approach to food safety regulation.
Only when they define what role the government
should play in food safety will they be able to
determine what steps to take next.

A century’s

worth

of rules

Alh t oug h growers, manufacturers, and retailers
retain primary responsibility for the safety of their
products, the federal government, in cooperation
with state and local governments, keeps watch over
the industry. Altogether, 12 federal agcncics spend
about $1 billion a year to ensure the safety and
quality of the food we eat.’ Two organizations
account for most of that spending: One is the Food
and Drug ?idministration
(FDA), which falls under
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the Department of Health and Human Services.
‘The other is the 1J.S. Department of Agriculture
(IJSDA), which includes five agencies that address
food safety issues.
The federal government involves itself in
virtually all stages of food production and marketing, from raw agricultural commodity to finished
product. It sets standards for specific foods;
approves certain food preparation equipment and
processes; inspects facilities and products; sets legal
limits for chemicals in food and tests fond for
compliance; regulates labeling and packaging;
monitors state and local inspection programs;
conducts research and consumer education efforts;
takes action against illegal products; and monitors
food-borne illnesses and other problems.
Obviously, this is a mammoth effort. Some
6,100 meat and poultry plants and more than
SO,000 food establishments are subject to inspection by LJSDA or FDA. About 537,000 commercial
restaurants, 172,000 institutional food programs,
190,000 retail food stores, and 1 million food
vending locations submit to state and local inspection with FDA oversight. And the government
keeps tabs on more than 70,000 separately labeled
food products, 2.3,OOOpesticides, 12,000 animal
drugs, and thousands of additives-as
well as
$22 billion worth of food and agriculture imports.’
Its magnitude notwithstanding,
this regulatory
system did not develop under any rational plan.
Programs emerged piecemeal, typically in response
to particular health threats or economic crises. ‘I-he
earliest federal food safety laws, passed in the late
18OOs, addressed such obvious problems as filth
and fraud-for
example, preventing manufacturers
from adding impure or imitation ingredients to
such products as tea and butter. Regulations were
also designed to promote trade; for instance, meat
and poultry inspection was introduced to certify the
wholesomeness of meat exports. The first comprehensive federal food safety laws, the Food and
Drugs Act of 1906 and the Meat Inspection Act of
1907, were intended to exclude misbranded or
adulterated products from interstate commerce.
Over the course of this century, food production grew from a relatively simple, localized, farmbased industry into a multibillion-dollar
enterprise.
As food production and processing moved from the
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home to the factory, the responsibility for ensuring
food safety shifted away from consumers to processors, retailers, and-in
particular-government
regulators, whose role increased substandally.
At the same time, scientists learned that food
could be contaminated not only with visible filth or
impure Fillers, but also harmful microorganisms
(such as bacteria, viruses, and fungi); parasites
(such as tapeworms); intentionally or LJkItentiOnally added chemicals (such as pesticides, animal
drugs, flavor and color additives, industrial chemicals, or environmental contaminants); and natural
poisons (such as the toxins in some fish). As
understanding of food-borne hazards grew, so did
concerns over food safety. Addressing one new
worry after another, legislators amended old laws
and enacted new ones. ‘I’oday, a centuq’s worth of
such rules constitutes the complicated network that
is our food safety system.

Inconsistency
inefficiency

and

Thfd e oo saf ety I aws have unquestionably
improved the safety and purity of the nation’s food
supply. Uut overall, the system suffers from its
longstanding lack of coordination. ‘I’he dozen
federal agencies involved in food safety operate
under different mandates and definitions. ‘1’00
often, they duplicate efforts in some areas while
ignoring others entirely. More important, their
standards of risk are inconsistent with one another.
‘I’he most obvious problems lie in the division
of responsibilities between I JSDA and FDA. For
the most part, I?!XIA oversees products containing

meat and poultry, while FDA regulates all other
food products. The arrangement is not quite as
simple as it sounds. For example, the two organizations share jurisdiction for egg products. FDA also
is responsihle for products containing less than
3 percent raw meat or poultry as well as those
containing less than 2 percent cooked meat or
poultry. And both organisations monitor domestic
and imported food for potentially harmful chemicals, such as pesticides, animal drugs, and environmental contaminants.
Yet these two organizations operate under
mandates.
For
substantially different statutory
instance,
IJSDA carries out a massive “continuous
inspection” program at slaughterhouses, which by
law may operate only when one of the department’s 7,350 field inspectors is on duty. IJSDA also
inspects all meat and poultry processing plants
daily. In contrast, FIIA inspects facilities under its
jurisdiction, on aVtX%ge, once every three to five
years. Due in part to budget constraints, FDA and
state inspections cover less than one-fourth of the
nation’s 50,000 food manufacturers, packers,
processors, and warehouses each year.’
The differences in the two organizations’
approaches mean that food products that pose
similar risks may receive widely varying scrutiny.
For example, canned soup containing more than
2 percent meat poses essentially the same risk of
contamination as canned meatless soup; in both
cases, the health hazards rest not with the soup’s
ingredients, but with the canning process. Yet
IJSDA conducts daily inspection of the plant
producing the soup with meat, while FDA may
visit the plant producing the meatless soup only
once every few years. Even without knowing what
level of supervision is actually necessary, any
observer can see that something is wrong: Either
ITSDA is wasting its time and money in daily
inspections, or FDA is potentially allowing dangerous products to reach the market.
Even as the inspectors concentrate on some
products, they ignore other areas of equal or greater
concern entirely. Fish-especially
shellfishcaused 21 percent of all food poisoning cases arising
from meat, fish, or poultry reported to CDC
between 1478 and 1987.” Yet seafood is not subject
to mandatory federal inspection. In other words,
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The dozen federul agenciesinvolved in food sufety
operate under difkent mandates and dejnitians.
Too often,they duplicate some eflotis wtMe ignoring
other areus entire&

the same system that requires continuous inspection nf chicken practically ignores tuna.
‘I’he incongruities between IJSDA and FDA
extend well beyond their inspection methods. 1:~
example. meat and poultry products must have a
IlSDA stamp of approval for interstate sale, hut
food products under FDA jurisdiction generalI>
require no pre-market certification. IISDA reviews
construction plans for all manufacturing fdcilitics
for meat products, but non-meat food producers are
not required to notify FDA about a plant’s construction,
or even
its existence.
And while I KDA
has legal authority to examine company records,
FDA does not. As early as 1972, GAO noted that
this impaired FDA’s ability to protect the public.’
Other GAO and congressional reports have
suggested that FDA needs additional authority to
halt the distribution of questionable products and
to order recalls.’
Over the last 20 years, many investigators have
documented-and
criticized--the
inconsistencies
of the existing arrangement. The Senate Commictee on Governmenral Affairs reported in 1977 that
the division of responsibility between I!SDA and
FDA “has resulted in a regulatory program which
is often duplicative, sometimes contradictory,
undeniably costly, and unduly complex.
. ‘I’here
is no rationale, other than a historic one, to justify
maintaining two separate, inconsistent, and costly
systems for inspecting and otherwise regulating
production of processed foods.“’
While the division hetween lISDA and FDA
provides the most obvious example of disarrzdy,
conflicts are evident throughout the food safety
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system as a whole. For instance, FDA’s proposed
new labcling rules would not apply to food advertising, which is controlled by the Federal ‘I’rade
Commission (FTC). That means that companies
may soon he prohibited from making certain claims
on food packages, yet still make those claims in
ads. Another example is cancer policy: FDA and
the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA)
follow contradictory standards, mandated by
separate law-s, for determining the maximum level
of cancer-causing chemical residues allowed in
various food products.“’
Federal agencies have developed at [east 50
formal agreements tu coordinate their roles in
regulating food, Hut GAO and others have shown
that many of those arrangements don’t work. Little
has changed since the Senate Governmental Affairs
Committee’s
1977 report cited “an unrealistic
demand for close cooperation between agencies
which proceed under substantially different
statutory direction and philosophies of regulation.”
In some cases, the report added, uncertainty over
jurisdictions “has led to an excess of deference and
the failure of either agency to act effectively in the
face of a regulatory need.“”
Recent coordination between lJSDA and FDA
on the new food labeling regulations probably
reflected in part the fact that l%DA Secretary
Edward Mad&n
had helped shepherd the law
through enactment when he was in Congress in
1990. Such cooperation is not the norm. ‘I-his year,
GAO found that ITSDA and FDA failed to work
together in at least two other important areas:
development of a database on pesticides and
efforts to control salmonella.”
I6DA and FDA do not work well with each
other or with the other agencies that share responsibility for food safety. On an even more basic level,
neither IJSDA nor FDA has its own house in order.
GAO reported in March 1991 that USDA lacks a
comprehensive food safety policy and plan. That
means not only that different ~~SDA agencies may
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be working at cross-purposes, but also that lEDA
is missing opportunities to link its various agencies’
work. For example. USDA’s agency for animal
health (the Animal and Plant Health Inspection
Service) could he working with its agency for
human health (the Food Safety and Inspection
Service) to control animal infections that edfl
contaminate human food.”

‘I‘o add to I!SDA’s internal confusion, the
department must play two roles-promoting
agticulturc and protecting the public. Since its
creation in 1862, llSDA has concentrated on
helping the agricultural industry produce a cheap
and plentiful food supply. But its emphasis on the
health of the industry may overshadow its responsibility to ensure the health of the consumer. Critics
argue that industry pressure can inhibit 1 JSDA
from working more aggressively to reduce food
contamination or encourage alternative agriculture
practices that lessen pesticide use.
This issue drew media attention in April 1 YY 1,
when I&DA decided to postpone introducing the
“Eating Right Pyramid” as a replacement for the
“Four Basic Food Groups,” a traditional consumer
dietary guide. One gOal behind the pyramid was
to persuade consumers to eat fewer high-fat, highcholesterol meat. dairy, and egg products-the
very
products that USDA has traditionally promoted.
While the Secretary stated that the pyramid was
withdrawn because it had not been tested sufftciently among children and low-income Americans,
others saw the move as evidence of IJSDA’s
conflicting roles. After conducting more tests,

LJSDA adopted a slightly altered version of the
pyramid in April 1992.
FDA suffers from a different problem: It is
buried heneath several layers of bureaucracy within
the Department of Health and Human Services
(HHS). Although l;DA’s jurisdiction over food,
drugs, and medical devices affects 25 cents of every
consumer dollar, the agency enjoys less independence than other agencies, such as the FTC or the
EPA, that deal with consumer health issues.
According to a 199 1 report from the Edwards
Committee-a
blue-ribbon advisory panel named
for its chair, former FDA Commissioner Charles C.
Edwards-FDA
confronts unreasonable barriers in
such essential areas as hiring senior executives and
scientists, acquiring facilities and equipment,
arranging for international travel, and producing
publications on public health, Such impediments,
the committee maintained, diminish FDA’s
authority and prevent it from carrying out its
responsibilities.‘4

Unplanned

obsolescence

Th e d’tsarray of the food safety system has not
gone unnoticed. Bills to correct particular problems
have cropped up occasionally, and Congress is
debating some of these issues now. Still, it is
becoming increasingly obvious that incremental
attempts to shore up weak points won’t address an
underlying problem of the system: its inability to
adapt to changing circumstances.
While the food safety system was initially
designed to find and deal with such problems as
outright fraud or grossly unsanitary practices, it is
less well-prepared to address the troubles of most
importance today. Scientific understanding of foodborne hazards, technology for producing food,
consumer demographics and eating hehavior, and
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the public’s expectations of the system have all
changed since the major links in the network were
established. ‘I’hat network, however, has Fdiled to
keep pace with these changes.

New food-borne

threats

Of the various sources of food contamination,
microbes probably pose the greatest risk to human
health. Harmful microbes in food cause nearly all
cases of acute food-borne illness in the I Jnited
StdteS each year. Because many cases go undiagnosed, the actual figure is probably much higher
than the conservative figure of 6.5 million annually-at least 24 million, according to an estimate
by officials at I:DA.”

h,lnst people have heard of salmonella. Rut
scientists have lately identified other harmful
organisms, such as listeria and campylobacter, as
serious threats. That is partly because scientists
have better ways of detecting micrabcs, but it
also reflects trends in food distribution that lcave
products vulnerable in new ways. Par example,
we depend on refrigeration to keep food safe in
transport, but the listeria bacterium can survive
refrigeration. Each year, listeriosis strikes about
1,850 Americans; nearly one-fourth of those people
die.‘” Similarly, campylohacter, the leading cause
of bacterial diarrhea in the I;nited States, tends to
cause illness only when it reaches high levels in
food. Developments in packaging that allow longer
food storage may enable the bacteria to grow to
dangerous proportions.
Even more worrisome is the appearance of new
or stronger strains of contaminants. A generation
ago, an uncracked egg was assumed to be a
bacteria-free package; legislators responded by
requiring cracked eggs-potentially
infected with
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salmonella-to
be used only in cooked products,
because cooking destroys salmonella bacteria.
Today, however, at least one strain of salmonella is
able to pass from an infected chicken to a developing egg, so that eggs perfect to the eye might still
be contaminated. Increased use of antibiotics in
meat and poultry may also encourage the development of resistant strains of bacteria.
\$‘hile scicncists believe microbes are today’s
chief food-bomc threats, public attention tends
to focus on pesticides, animal drugs, and other
chemicals in food. Chemical residues may not
make individuals fall ill immediately, but some
people suspect them of causing cancer, birth
defects, and other problems.
‘I’hese qpes of contaminants can provoke
outrage far out of proportion to the risks they pose.
‘I’hat is partly because many Americans view
chemical contamination as an unnecessary risk,
imposed on an unsuspecting population by food
manufacturers who profit from the use of the
chemicals. This perception surfaced in two
episodes in 1989: first when consumer groups
objected to the use of the pesticide Alar on apples,
and later when import inspectors found some
Chilean grapes tainted with cyanide. While no one
became ill in either case, both episodes damaged
consumer confidence and caused severe losses in
the marketplace.
Yet for the most part, USDA’s methods for
inspecting meat and poultry cannot detect microbial or chemical contamination. Standard inspection procedures-smelling,
feeling, and looking at
the product-date
from an earlier era when easily
identifiable conditions, such as obvious disease or
spoilage, were considered the chief dangers of
these foods. But today, such visible problems are
minimal compared to the invisible threats, which
can be detected only through laboratory analysis.
I JSDA’s grading standards for produce are equally
out of date, relying on criteria that are mostly
cosmetic and therefore may encourage excessive
use of pesticides.
Even if they had the resources to try, lJSDA
and E’DA could not identify all foods with illegal
chemical residues and keep them from reaching
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the consumer. ‘I’hc government has no useful
methods for detecting many of the residues it is
supposed to monitor.” Even w-here detection is
possible, there are simply too many products to
examine and too many contaminants to check for
in the limited time before the product is sold and
eaten. The government is seeking better wa)rs of
sampling and testing for residues. Rut for now,
government inspection may provide a false sense
of security to those consumers who believe it
means products are free of all contamination.

Improved

technolo&

‘I’echnological advances in agriculture and the food
processing industries have made it possible to offer
a larger population a food supply that is cheaper,
more varied, and more convenient than in the
early 1900s. Yet some of the same tools that have
dramatically expanded agricultural productionpesticides, fertilizers, and animal drugs-have
themselves become cause for concern. Recent rules
meant to ensure that newly introduced substances
are safe to use habe had the unintended effect of

discouraging the development of safer chemical
products; manufacturers and consumers instead
stick with products that were approved under
older, less stringent standards.
hlechanical improvements have introduced
food safety problems, too. Traditional inspection
methods cannot keep pace with high-speed
equipment that allows only a few seconds for
inspectors to examine each piece of meat and
poultry. And the inability of inspectors to detect
microbial contamination becomes even more

worrisome in modern plants, where one infected
chicken can swiftly contaminate hundreds of other
birds processed with the same equipment.
Better storage and transport means that food
moves farther and faster than ever before-and,
in turn, that a single source of contaminarion can
affect more people in a larger area and in a shorter
period of time. Given the sheer quanrity of food in
production, even small risks can cause harm on a
huge SCdk.
In general, technology is raising new questions
faster than regulators can answer them. For
instance, some consumer advocates worry that new
genetically engineered food products may cause
unforeseen harm. While FDA is authorized to
approve food additives, it has no comparable
authority to review new fooclrr
before they enter the
market. This issue drew attention in 1991, when
Calgene, a California biotechnology firm, asked
FDA to informally concur with its plans to market a
tomato genetically engineered to remain firm
during shipment. FDA is still reviewing the case.

Changed

consumer

behavior

As the demographics of a population change, so
does its risk of disease. People who are older or
immune-compromised-two
rapidly growing
gtoups- are more vulnerable to food-borne illness
than younger, healthier people. Eating patterns
also shift with demographics. For example,
Americans eat almost 60 percent more seafood now
than they did 10 years ago, partly because of
growing numbers of minorities and senior citizens,
who consume high proportions of fish.” Risk has
increased accordingly, as seafood is highly susceptible ro contamination.
Changes in lifestyle make a difference, too. To
meet consumer demand for low-processed, readyto-edt
foods, manufacturers are packaging more
types of food than ever in convenient forms.
Consumers, taking for granted that all packaged
foods are safe, may overlook directions to refrigerate containers or to stir foods during microwave
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cooking-steps
ncccssay co control microbes in
certain products.
‘I‘he trend toward earing out adds to risk as
well. t rSD.4 estimates that almost half the money
consumers spend on food now goes to meats and
snacks away from home. Xr the same time. budget
constraints
are limiting
state and local inspections
of retail food opcrarions. Irndcrinspected
cstahlishmerits,
such
as self-serve
counters
at grocery
stores,
run an increased risk of food contamination.

Xnd much of the responsibility rests with
consumers themselves. Even as Americans have
become further removed from the source? of their
food. they have developed what may bc a dangerIHJS dependence
on others to ensure the safety of
their food. In g,~~~al, Americans cccm increasingly
unaware of the importance of cooking and storing
food properI!- tn destroy microbes and keep
contaminarion from spreading, Ft)ri estimates that
30 pcrccnt of food-borne illness involves unsafe
food handling in the home.

Greater

expectations

In this century, diseases caused by nutritional
deficiency-such
as beriberi, peltagra, and
scurvy-have
almost disappeared. However, in
their place, we ha\,e seen a rise in probtcms linked
to dietary escess, such as hcarr disease and cancer.
&‘hile once people worried about getting enough
calories, protein, and Fat from their food, health
professionals
now
warn
against
eating
COO much of
these substances, especially fat.
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In the wake of this revcrsat, some federal food
quality standards
appear
part-icutarty
outdated. For
instance, under t:St)A’s decades-otd ranking
system, the “best” grades of mcar--Prime
and
(:hoice-are
those with rhe highest proportion of
fat. Similarly. chc definitions for butter, cheese, and
other foods prescribe certain tcvcts of far. which
means that tow-fdt
versions
musC
be tahetcd
as
‘I’he proposed labeling changes
“imitations.”
inctudc revisions in some of these standards.
Growing
cvidence
suggests
that overall diccar?
heha\.ior has far more impact on hcatth than food
contamination dots. For example, vdrious srudies
estimate that perhaps one-third of all I1.S. cancer
deaths may be diet-relared. In contrast, chemical
additives in food--such as colorings and preservatives-may
contribute to tcss than 1 percent of
cancer deaths.lY In other words. modifying dietary
behavior might contribute more to public health
than eliminating all intentional additives from food.
I[ remains an open question exactly what role the
government can. or should, play in overseeing
Americans’ food choices-and
whether consumers
wTitt demand that the government try to restrict
“unhealthy” foods as well as “unsafe” ones.

Broad-based

reforms

T he problems

of the food safety network are far
too broad and varied to be solved with narrowly
targeted corrections. Real improvement wilt require
large-scale reforms. These two steps would make a
good beginning:

Restructure the network to work efficiently and consistently. Any change should
begin with the two organizations that share most of
the responsibility for food safety, USDA and FDA.
The government has already taken some steps to
clean up internal problems; in response to GAO’s
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recommendations, the Secretary of Agriculture
announced in September 1991 that he would name
a commission to consider how I ISDA can better
manage cross-cutting issues within its own walls.
.,4s for FDA, the 1991 Edwards Committee
report recommended elevating the agency’s status
within l1 I IS to put l;DA on a par with its corresponding regulatory agencies, such as E:PA, l~y’lY:.
and the Occupxional
Safety and Health Agency.
‘I‘hc committee also proposed that if I II IS failed to
act, (Lqrcss
should consider restructuring I;[%\ as
a free-standing executive agency. HHS and the
administration, however, reccivcd that proposal
with little enthusiasm. Lleanwhilc, Congress is
considering legislation to enhance FDA’s enforcement authority.
Kesolving the internal problems of IISDA and
Fl)A is just the beginning. Policymakers musr also
deal with the historically inconsistent trcatmcnt of
food risks by the dozen agencies involved in food
safety, as well as the ways in which they work+,r
don’t work-together.
One altcrnati\cc would be to consolidate food
safety functions into a single agency, with all
activities carried out within a unified framework. In
fact, in 1977, the Scnatc Committee on Gxernmental Affairs recommended uniting federal
responsibility for food regulation under FDA and
elevating that agency’s status within its parent
depdrtmcnt. “Appropriate overall organization of
the regulatory structure can help government to
operate ar maximum efficiency and economy,
avoiding conflicts and duplication of effort,” the
Committee noted. “l’his is especially necessary in

times such as the present when monc); for ncM
programs is in short supply, and the only opporturut); to finance new initiatives is to sa\.e rcsourccs
by reducing inefficiency, w3stc. and outmoded or
Lmnccessary efforts.“?”
In response to [hat report, (;A() stated that the
concept of consohdarion had considcrablc merit
but that more work \vds need4 to determine
whether to consolidate food safety responsibility in
ITI)A or create some new federal entity.” ‘l’hat
remains the case, although consolidation has been
suggested many times in the wars since.

Redesign the inspection system to place
more responsibility on industry. Government‘s traditional approach to food safer? has been
to inspect finished products. Rut as FI)A has
noted, “Quality cannot he inspected into a product.
If a quality product is to I-x produced, then the
basic manufacturing sy-stem must be designed to
ensure its production.“”
The existing inspection system is not onI>
expensive and inadequate, it is also counterproductive. Fifteen years q,o, GAO found that the mere
presence of USDA inspection may discourage
industry from building quality and safetv into its
operations, because plants have come to rely on
inspectors to provide quality contml.?i
GAO and others have long recommended that
daily inspection of meat and poultry processing
plants should be phased out. Instead, government
must formally pass that responsihilit):, and its cost,
to industry. A recent internal I JSIM report also
affirmed the need to shift responsibility to industry
for producing quality meat and poultry products
and to redirect federal resources to public hcalthoriented objecti\,cs.“’
IYndcr proposed artangemcnts, the government
would continue to set standards for food, but it
would require industry to develop its own quality
control systems. Federal regulators would approve
and audit those systems and conduct occasional
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unannounced inspections, penalizing manufacturers for noncompliance when neccssar);. Such a
strategy would make far bertcr use of limited
resources now wasted on ineffective inspcctions.‘i
Houevcr, I:I>A and l)SI>A are finding it
difficult to shift the burden onto industry. In 108X,
under direction from Congress, I~SIIA proposed
reduced inspections at meat and poultry processing
plants, but the proposal never got hqond preliminary testing. FDA would like to adopt cimilar
approaches, hut is handicapped because it may lack
the necessav authority o\er industry.

Rethinking
S uch

the system

reforms as reorganizing the food safety
network and restructuring the inspection system
would help. Hut as useful as these changes might
be, they would, like earlier improvements, provide
only temporary relief unless they were made in
concert with a comprehensive national policy for
food safer!;.
‘1‘0 hegin with, policymakers need to define the
federal government’s mission concerning food
safety and quality. Because no system c3n @arantee the purity of cveq hitc Americans take. the
overall
goal
cannot be to seek an unattainable,
immovable idcal of absolute protection. Kather, the
system needs to ensure some Icvel of safety while
being flexihlc enough to respond to changing
circumstances and expectations.
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In setting objectiws, policymakers need to
neigh the importance of kno\vn physical risks
(such as bacterial contamination) against perceived
risks (such as chemical residues that may pose
relatively little hazard but still arouse consumer
outr;\gc and fear). ‘I‘hcy must also derermine just
M hat “cafe food” means: Is it “food that will not
make you sick,” or “food that does not pose longterm haLards,” or “food that is good for you”? At
some point. the desire to protect individuals from
danger clashes \vich personal lihert?- and rcsponsibilitv? not to mention free entcrprisc. ‘l’his issue
will become particularly apparent as federal
attempts to screen out harmful substances evolc-c
into efforts tu promotc “healthy” eating.
Given a clear mission and objectives, the next
step \vill be to decide how much the nation can and
should invest in food safety and quality. lfcurrent
trends continue, funding will only get tighter;
real federal spending for food safety agencies has
germrally decrczed since 1980, while work loads
ha1.e grown. Still, adding funds will not in itself
solve the prohlcm~. Policymakers must focus their
efforts on getting the must from the nation’s
im estment in food safety and cluali~-a
process
that almost certainly will involve reorganizing the
system’s approach and structure.
Finally. the government must develop wqs to
measure its progress. At present, regulators
generally monitor an agency’s performance h!
keeping track ofwhat it does, not what it achieves.
For example, vx know how much meat and
poultry is inspected, kuc we have no data on
rvhcthcr that inspection really prevents illness.
Without real mewmoments,
no one can tell
whether the nation is spending its food safety
resources wisely.
These issues have yet to hc resolved, and the
solutions are h) no means clear or easy. Each
question raises new ones; ultimately, food policy
touches dozens of other major issues, ranging from
international trade and environmental pollution to
a,rq=iculturc and public health. Rut at base, if
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REVIEWS
custodial staff of 48.” Dropout rates are as low as
2 percent; as many as 93 percent of students
continue on to four-year colleges.
Kozol uses these contrdsts to illustrate the
“savage inequalities” of our public school system.
tiis argrlmenr is simple: Rccausc public sch0nl
funding comes primarily from local property taxcSa direct reflection of local lvealth-rich
suburban

EL‘eq

day in (:hicagtr, 5.700 children come to
school to find they have no teacher. In New j.nrk,
blackboards arc “so badly cracked that tcuchcrc arc
afraid to Ict students write on them for fear they will
cut themselves.”
In ICasr St. I,ouis, schools have
been shut down repcatcdl? when “sewaage flowed
into the bascmcnt. through the floor, then up into
the kitchen.” In the inner-city schools of which
Jonathan Kozol nritcs, education takes a track scat
ttr sunival.
‘I’hese schools may have as many as 39 children
in a class and dropout rates as high as X6 percent.
Gyms and libraries often double as classrooms, with
several classes held in one room simultaneously.
Yet in nearby suburbs, Kozol observed classes as
small as 24 students+)r
even smaller for slowcrlearning children. T~WYZandhuntly
described one
suburban school as a “huge, well-cquippcd
building, which is immaculately maintained by a
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neighborhoods have well-funded schools, \vhile
itnpovcrishcd inner-city neighborhoods ha\ c poorI\!
fun&d
schools. \lorco\:er,
Kozol argnes that racial
discrimination
is a major fktor mainraining this
funding structnrc. Hc concludes that we ha1.c not
progressed much since P/f:.yJl c. I+?~K.c(III, the 18%
cast that allowed segregated schools for blacks as
long as they ~erc equal to those provided for \\hites.
For black and lvhitc children today, the public
school system remains sepdratc and uncquat.
Kozol’s chief complaint concerns the “arcane
machinery by which WC finance public education.”
Sure contributions, which account for only about
half as much of pnhlic school bndgen as do local
funds, have generally failed tn make up for local
variations in wealth. ‘I’he federal contribution is
even smaller. ‘I’his sysrcm has led to wide funding
disparities between the inner cities and the suburbs.
For example, in 1W-89, schools in Ne\v I’ork City
recciked an average of $7,299 per student, while
those in neighboring hlanhassct received more than
$15,000. Schools in (:amdcn, hew Jersey, received
an average of$3..538 per student, while the figure for
nearby Princeton was over $7,700.
‘I’hc numbers speak for thcm\elves, and Koznl’s
vivid descriptions of decaying, trnsanirary, and illequipped inner-city schools demonstrate that they
are in no shape to serve our children. If Kozol had
simply documented the dramatic disparity in
funding and the decrepit condition of these schools,
he would certainly gain many allies. Rut hc goes
much further, athancing a populist argument that is
likely to alienate more moderate readers, who may
see his critique as unfair and exaggerated.
Noting that some people defend the current
schnol financing structure as “the survil:al nf the
fittest.” Kozol argues that “it is more accurate to call

it the survival of the children of rhc tittest+)r
the
most f;wored.” Quoting John (:oons, author and law
professor at I :nivcrsity trf (Aifomia,
l3erkelcy. he
maintains rhat the freedom ofthc rich to gi\c their
children “prcfcrcntial
education. and therchy
:lchictc the transmission of advantage by inherit,mcc, dcnics the children of others the freedom
Inherent in the notion of free cnterprisc. . . What
dernocruq cannot tolerate is an aristocracy [pddrd
:md pmtcctcd 1,~ the state itself from competition
from below.” Kozol blame5 the government for this
unfair advantage afforded to the rich; go\ ernrncnt,
<lfter all. “does nssign us to our public school\.”
Kr)zol asscrcs that funding for the schtrols shr,uld
he equal. or even redistributi\ c, with need)
whools receiving more funds than their wealthier
counterparts. I \%onder, howc-vcr, whether the
funding disparit)- itself should command our
attention. One might argue instead that we should
ensure that all schools achieve a certain tu,rsc
scandard of pcrforn~anue chat is sut’tiiciunr to
product competent strldcnts. ‘l‘his almost ccrrainly would mean funneling more money into
qwvcrished
schools, but it wt~~ld not ncccssitate
cclualizing funding ;Icrwa all schools.
Ko~ol does not consider whether other intcrventions-beginning
with some change in school
financing. hut going beyond that as well-might
help inner-city schools achieve bcttcr results.
[,ooking strictly at the money going into the
schools, he concludes that the decreed “foundation” (the minimum lcvcl of school funding,
cstahlishcd hy each state) is typically too IOM. to
pmvidc ~1truly good education. Hc maintains that
if our goal is to make swc 3 “child of low income
/can] enter into equal competition with the
children of the rich, then the foundation level has
to hc cxtrcmcly high.” In other words. hc finds
the disprity itself to be the problem.
tiozol documents the almost ahsolutc ra&
wgregation that exists hutwccn inncr-city and
wburhan schotrls, and hc concludes that racial
discrimination ha% hclpcd maintain the unfair
system of public-school financing. I io\vever,
Kozol himself notes that schools in many poor rural

white communities suffer from the same disadvantages 3s those in the inner cities. ‘l‘his would
suggest that sociocconomir: factors, regardless of
r~c, may be responsible for inequalities among
schools. tiwol offers no convincing evidence for
hiu contention that racial discrimination is the true
c:mx of the disparities. In fact, he dismisws the
issue: ‘W ’hcthcr it is race or class that is the major
factor in denial of these children.” he writes, “the
question al\.\ay strikes mc 3s a scholar’s luxub.”
FjJhatever the rcuson. the public school
fiwmcing system’s qpiirent discrimination against
the poor has Icd various groups to challenge the
system’s constitutionality
at both the fcdcral and
staw Ic\~ls. t’he first noteworthy cast: oucurrcd in
1971. v hen a district court in San Antonio held that
‘l’exas \~iolatctl the I<q~~al I’rotcction (XHM of the
l;.S. (:trnstitrition.
‘I‘hc Supreme (:ourt overruled
that decision in 197.3, with Justice I,cwis Powell
writing that education “is not among the rights
afforded explicit protection under our Federal
[:onstitution,”
and that in casCs involving disparities in \vcalth, “the l+lual Protection Clause does
not require ahsolutc equality.”
Irnlikc the I -.S. Gnstitution,
however, most
state constitutions make specific reference to
public education. Since the ‘I‘cxas decision,
advocates for school financing reform have conccntrated their challenges in the stae courts. hlost
notable is the CZalifornia decision that found that
the srate’s financing scheme \:iolated hoth the state
and federnl constitutions.
A new funding system,
enacted hy the legislature in lY77, provoked voter
otltrqc, lading in 197X to passage of Proposition
1.3, a rcfcrcndum that applied a cap on taxes and
cffcctiwly
restricted state funding for~A!school
district\. Funding tu most districts in C:aliforni:i is
now roughly equal, hut (Aifornia ranks 46th
among the 50 states in the share ofstatc income
that goes to public education, and its average class
size is the largest in the nation. hlcanwhile, Kt~z~l
notes, affluent school districts in (Xifornia
hate
created tax-exempt foundations to channel
additional money into their Irul schools.
Kozcrl is a paGonatc writer, but he is neither a
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social scientist nnr an education pnlicy analyst.
‘I’hroughout the book, hc mentions and discounts
many education policies and theories, such as
magnet schools and teacher competency curing.
but offers little evidence or explanation for
dismissing them, ‘1%~ price Kozol will pay for hi%
lack of snslytiall bigor and his use nfa populist
rhetoric is that his h&ally
sound argument-that
the financing structure for puhhc schools is unjust
and needs rcwwrking-may
fall on deaf cars. l

and growing congressional press staffs, few people
would dispute the importance of the media in
American politics. Yet in /.iw fiinm C+%MHill!
Sttdie,s ~~(:/,n~~~~.~.?;irmnt~e.M~~~(~,
Stephen Hess, a
Krookings Institution senior fellow and long-time
media observer. debunks the myth4 surrounding the
power of the sound bitt.
‘I’aking as his theme appearance versus reality,
Hess makes a good claim for the relative “unimportance” of the press. \rcs, an elite group nf
network anchors and newspaper columnists have
become household names. But Hess pcrsuasivcly
argues that the press’i; wry of power is mostly an
illusion, as dcmonstratcd by the low status actually
accorded congressinnnl reporters. Ellis strongest
point is that both hlemhcrs of Congress and reporters thcmscl~es o\erestimatc the rxtent and significancc of televised political coverage. \Vhilc readers
might nnt agree with Hess’s conclusions. his
thoughtful analysis dots argue for a new view of
the relationship between politics and the media.
Hess hacks his contentions with voluminous,
well-documented
original rcscarch. ‘I’hirty-five
Fables sum up extensive wnq
wnrk on the charac-
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of House and Senate
local TV news broadcasts,

coverage

expanded

teristics of press secretaries, %:ashingtnn reporters,
and telcvisinn COverdgc of the Hill. ‘I’he book’s
main shortcoming is structural; orgtnizcd as a
colhzion
of six stand-alone essays plus a “postscript, ” it would have benefited from greater
integration and smoother transitions. For example,
chapter topics shift abruptly from an informative
discussion of congrewiond press &CTy oversight to
a look at local television news coverage. In addition,
Hess’s most provocative idea-that
hIembers of
Congress turn to tclcvision primarily to satisfy a
desire for celebrity-appears
only in the last several
pages of the book and begs for elaboration. But
these concerns are minor.
tiess first looks at how reporters cover Congress,
concentrating on Senate coverage. He details the
resourceful ways in which press galhzry reporters

BOOK REVIEWS

gather nclvs-for

instance, by buttonholing

tars 3s they wait for elevators.
attend Scnatc floor proceedings,

legisla-

Keporters seldom
\+hich arc hea\) on

prowdurc and light on real debate. Instead. mcmbcrs of the Senate-supplied press gallery staff rotate
through 4%minute shifts raking now, posting them
for use I,> all press gallery rcportcrs.
I less dcfcnds Hill reporters against charges that
their 5torics uncritically reflect Icgislators’ agendas
and vcrgc on “prew rclcasc journalism.” :Iftcr
surveying articles published by nine Iargc newspapers tind a national chain of 5.5 small papers during
hIarch 198.5, hc surmises that congressional reporters
are an encrgctic lot, filing diverse stories with ;1
profc5sionally neutral tone. ‘I’hcir outpc, t less
concludes, demonstrates that “much of Ctrngrcss is
reported somewhere.”
Hesc also protilcs the congressional reporter’s
counterpart-the
House or Senate press sccrctaq.
descrihcd 3s typically young, underpaid, and f3irly
IOW in the (Capitol I Iill pecking order. ‘I’hese arc
the people who churn out the \ arious \ ehiclec of
congressional publicity
videocapes. which arc fed to
local ‘I’\- news stations (often I,)- satellite); press
releases, with their emphasis on self-promotion and
credit-claiming;
regular columns for small-circularion
papers; and op-ed pieces. ‘I‘hc op-cd piece. in
particular, has become a potent political tool since its
appcarancr 20 years qq~ in the .VPCV);7& I~CWYin a
space once resented for obituaries.
Press secretaries often have the authority to
speak for their ~OSLICS
and even invent “quotes” for
attribution.
hJnst, however. lack the influcncc that
other aides have on legislative or policy decisions.
\lore often, they scrvc simpl) as gatekeepers of
information.
Kcportcrs commonly end-run press
secretaries and contact committee staff directly for
substantive information.
\lost Hill staff members know ofoffices in
which the administrative assistant-often
the real
power hrokcr on a congressional staff-has formally

or informally assumed the mantle of handling the
press. Rut k less rcfcrs to this practice only in
passing. Further, 13~s touches only briefly on the
post-Hill employment of press secretaria
As with
man): .Ilcmhers of C:ongrcss, press secretarics rarely
xeem to go back to their home states. instead linking
up lvith \Vt’ashington public relations firms. returning
to journalism. or assuming another government poht.
Hess hits his stride in analyzing te1elTision’s
relationship with C:ongrcss. During the 1 WOs, new
technologies such as lightweight vi&o cameras,
tape. and satellite broadcast, coupled with the
growing commercial profitability of locsl newscasts,
seemed to portend an increase in LF’ashington nws
covcragc b); local tclaision
stations. Rut that isn’t
what happened. I less analyzed more than 1X.000
\+‘ashington news stories produccd by 10 Washington bureaus and wo independent news scrviccs over
;I wan-year
period ending in 19X.5, and found that
many of these stories focused on Congress. But
what local television stations actually pick up and air
is another story. Sampling local broadcasts in 3.5
cities nvcr 19X7 and 198X, Hess found that Washington coverage often makes up only a small part rlf
local newscasts.
Hess suggests that congressional stories are
becoming even rarer. ‘l‘hree of the Washington
bureaus that Hess studied in 1c)M had closed by
IWO. Intewiewing
news directors from more than
100 television stations, Hess learned that few of
them wanted to expand LVashingtnn uovcragc. One
news manager said bluntly, “C~ovcrnmcnt news is
boring to vievws. ()ne thing Washington is full of is
talking heads and meetings.”
Local nects covcragc has been linked with the
so-called incumbent advantage, and I less admits
that cvcn trivial amounts of television coverage are
“not irrclcvant” to electoral success. Even fleeting
images boost n;wnc rccognition. Rut contrary to
conventional wisdom, Hess asserts that the absence
of coverage may actually benefit Members of
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